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HERBERT AFIHEKER

torty Years of the Communist ParU
by Hyman Lumer
Forty years ago, on September r,
r9r9, the Communist Party of the
United States was born. The country had just emerged from the First
World War. In Russia, the world's
first socialist state had come into
existence and was successfully fighting ofi the armed counter-revolutionary intervention of fourteen capitalist states. Germanv and other
European countries #ere seething
with an upsurge of revolutionary
spirit. In the United States, it was
a period o intense labor struggles,
and the eve of the great r9r9 steel
strike, led by William Z. Foster. It
was the eve, too, of the infamous
Palmer raids, which ushered in a
counteroffensive launched by reactionary big business in its fright at
these alarming developments.
The founders of the Communist
Party, men like Charles E. Ruthen.
berg and Alfred Wagenknecht, had
been leaders of the Left wing within the Socialist Party. The split
within that party, culminating in
the exp'ulsion of the Left, arose

frol a revolt against the oppor.

tunist policies of the Right wing-

its ill-concealed iupport-of
American imperialisrn in- - World
War I, its hostility to the socialist
revolution in Russia, its conciliatory
attitude to class-collaborationist policies in the AFL, and its g.n.rri ,eformism and desertion oT militant
struggle. In the period immediately
follovving its formation, ,nd as i't
became consolidated, the ranks of
the Communist party were swelled
by an infux of trade unionists from
against

the Trade Union Educational
!.?gt., among them such figures as
Jack /ohnstone and William2. Foster, of members and leaders of the
International Workers of the World,

notably_William D. Haywood, anj
of youth, Negro and other srouDs.
The establishment of the" Com-

munist Party in this country was
part of a world-wid. pro..rr, fol_
Iowing World 'War I, of for*rri""
of parties- of a new type, of Marxist
parties which would not function

as

reformist election machines il;
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'would carry on a many-sided strug-

face of the heightened persecution
gle against capitalist exploitation of the cold war years, and in the

and oppression in all its manifes ations. In the past forty years, such
parties of the working class have
grown and become firmly rooted
,throughout the world. Today, Com'munist and Workers Parties exist
:in some eighty countries, and their
,oombined membership exceeds thir'ty million. In one-third of the world,
they have already led the way to
socialism, and everywhere they are
:e firm, unshakeable force for peace
and progress.
The Socialist and Social Demo.cratic Parties, which still adhere to
the decrepit Socialist International,
have followed the path of reformism
and anti-Communism to its natural
.end. They have openly abandoned

Marxism md, only slightly

less

,openly, the espousal of socialism. At
the recent Congress of the Socialist
International, William Henry Cham-

'berlain reports

in the Ncw Lea:der
(August 3-ro, rySil with undisguised admiration, "the name of
Karl Marx was mentioned exactly
once during the deliberations." The

leaders of these parties have gen.erally served as a bulwark of imperialist reaction and an instrument

of its cold-war, anti-socialist policies.
It is with great pride that our
Party celebrates forty years of activity and struggle. These have been
eventful years, in the course of which

'the Party has made many significant
.contributions to the welfare of the
American people. Moreover, in the

face

of the unparalleled ideological

from within its ranks during the past few years, it is particularly a matter of pride that the
Party has emerged intact and with

assaults

confidence in the future.
At the same time, the fortieth anniversary should be an occasion for
taking stock of ourselves as a Marx-

ist party, for reviewing both

our

accomplishments and our shortcomings, and for setting our faces ever
rnore resolutely toward the future.

,a it it
Basic among the features of the
"party of a new type" originally defined by V. I. Lenin at the turn of
the century is the concept of a vanguard party. Such a party is one
u'hich is armed with Marxist-Leninist theory, with a knowledge of the
taws of social developmenr which
enables it to. see beyond the immediate struggles of the working
class and hence to point the way to
the future-to socialism-in these
struggles. Such a party is also one
which maintains the closesr possible
ties with the working class as a
whole, which is involved in the
mainstream of day-to-day struggle
and hence capable of giving leadership to the working class and its
allies.

To be a vanguard in actuality,
and not only in name, it is not
enough merely to accept these principles and to proclaim ourselves
"the vanguard of the working

On the contrary, the fulfill- jecting the Party's own po,sition, rement of such a role requires a con- gardless of all obstacles. About this,
class."

stant and difficult struggle.

It is necessary, in

the first Place,
to master Marxist theory, not in the
abstract, not as a series of immutable
dogmas to be gleaned from the
Mirxist classics, but as a living body
of knowledge as it applies to American life. It is necessary to know our
country and each state and locality
thoroughly with respect to their
economic, political and social features, to know the problems and attitudes of the people and especially
of the working class. To be a Marxist-Leninist party, therefore, means
above all to be an American PartY.
There is nothing automatic about
this; it comes only through a PI@
longed process of maturing in the
course

of

struggles.

Secondly, it is essential, in the
words of Lenin, that the PartY

should be able to "link itself with,
keep in close touch with, to a certain degree, if you will, merge itself
with the broadest masses of the toil-

too, there is nothing automatic.
The test of the vanguard character
of a Marxist party is not its size or
the numb,er of posts of leadership
which its members hold in un-

ions or other mass orlJanizations
(which may vary according to circumstances), but the efient to uhich

it

striues

to mcet these requirc-

ments.

In

the history of

essence,

our

Party has been a history of its strug:
gle to fulfill its vanguard role. Our
Party has always been small. It has
never achieved the status of a mass
party. Moreover, beginning with thc

Palmer raids

in ryr9, it

has been

subjected to repeated attacks, reaching a peak in the McCarthyite persecutions of the cold war years.
Nevertheless, it has left an indelible imprint on the life of our country-in the fight against war and
fascism, in the organization of its

in the adfor Negro
rights, in the winning of social se-

basic industrial workers,
vancement of the fight

ers-primarily with the proletariat
but also with the non-proletarian curity and unemployment compentoiling masses." In view of the un- sation, an<i in other important adending efiorts of reaction to render Yances of the American working
the Communist PartY imPotent, to
persecute and intimidate anY who
associate with it, and to discredit it
in the eyes of the American PeoPle,
this entails a ceaseless process of
struggle. It requires the utmost skill
and--flexibility in tactics, and an
ability to work with others on issucs of mutual concern while Pro-

people since the twenties. Our coun-

try would not

have been the same
without the Communist Party.

But at the same time, the Party
has been plagued, throughout its
history, by opportunist trends which
have deterred it from fulfilling the
role of a vanguard party.

r,
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On the one hand, it has suffered
severely from the Right-opportunist
evil of revisionism. This anti-Marxist trend, which has developed in
successive waves threatening at various times to engulf the Party, is
invariably advanced in the name of
"American exceptionalism" in one
form or another. In the twenties, it
was Lovestoneism with its thesis
that American capitalism had found
the secret of eternal prosperity. In
the World War II years, it was

Our Party has once again

FORTY YEARS OF THE COMMUMST PARTY
won

the' main ideological battle against
conscious revisionism. But Right-opportunist, revisionist tendencies persist in various forms, principally that

of reducing the Party's role to one
of mere participation in mass struggles, of underestimating and failing
to fight for the Party's independent

role and program. Such tendencies
Iead to reducing the Party to the
level of the mass movement, to making it a tail to the mass movement,
Browderism with its hallucinations and so negating its vanguard charof "progressive capitalism." And to- acter. The Party must wage a relentday the Party is barely recovering less fight against all revisionist ideas
from the recent onslaught of Gates and tendencies in its ranks. Indeed,
in the present period this remains
revisionism.
defurther
its chief ideological task.
of
the
guise
Under
At the same time, the Party has
veloping Marxist theory in response
-onditions,
revisionism in fact suffered habitually f.om th" w."kto ne.v
emasculates it, seeking to reduce it nesses of dogmatism and sectarianto petty-bourgeois reformism. To- ism. In fact, these have been chronic
day, American revisionism Paints a weaknesses of the Marxist movepicture of a world in which Peace- ment in the United States, long
iul coexistence and the preservation antedating the birth of the Comof bourgeois-democratic rights are munist Party. And they persisr toassured, of a crisis-proof American day, making it more difficult to comeconomy, of the develoPment of a bat the isolation from the masses
"welfare state" which will then grow which the Party's enemies have sucover into socialism through a Pro- ceeded in forcing upon it.
Dogmatism express.es itself in atcess of reform, of steadY imProvecaPitempts
to apply theory abstractly,
lot
under
ment of the workers'
talism-a process in which the lead- without proper regard for or underins part is plaved bv the trade union standing of the concrete circummovement.'It'denies the need for a stances involved and the tactical convanguard political party and seeks siderations these impose. It leads
instead some sort of loose-knit or- into blind alleys, and ends in futile,
ganization of "socialist-minded peo- empty phrasemongering. Sectarian.
ile" which would serve as an ad- ism manifests itself in an underestijun., ,o the labor movement'
mation of work among the masses,

in an attempt to substitute the Party
for the mass movement. In practice,
the two are closely

associated.

The earliest years of the Communist Party were marked by extreme
sectarianism which effectively iso'
lated it from the working class, and
which it took years of struggle to
overcome. A principle manifestation

was dual unionism-an effort

to

build "progressive" unions as a substitute for working in the existing,
"reactionary" unions. A successful
fight against this Leftist error was
led by William Z. Foster. At other
times, sectarianism has expressed itself in premature third-pirty moves
as a substitute for working within
the existing two-p,arty framework.
Today, sectarianism takes the form
of an overemphasis on the indepen&
ent role of the Party, which inflates
the Party's independent actions in
its own name into the totality of. its
activities. Party meetings and the
distribution of Party literature become a substitute for the difficult
task of working within the mass
movement and striving to build
united front relationships.
In relation to the labor movement
it takes the form of wholesale condemnation of the present labor leadership as hopelessly reactionary,
placing sole reliance on the rank
and file, and in some cases calling
for nothing short of removal of the
present leadership as a condition for
making any advance whatever. The
corollary of this is the hopelessness

of trying to work in

established

trade union channels, and the conseqxent necessity of confining one-

sell to Party propaganda from the

outside.

S.uch sectarian positions are generally advanced in the name of Trdefending Marxisrn-Leninism,', .,Eghting for the independenr role of-the
Party" or "combatting revisionism.,,

In reality, however,.-these

phrases

are only being used to cloak a retreat, an abandonment of the fight
to build the Party's mass ties:to

play its vanguard' role. And these
positions lead in the direction of
reducing the Party to an imporent
sect devoid of rnass influenci but
presuming, from its position on the
sidelines, to "advise" and ,'instruct',
the working class. Such a sect, in its
inost extreme form, is the Socialist
Labor Party today.
Overcoming isolation, rebuilding
.
the Party's mass des-this is thl
key task today. It is a vital task if
the Party is to make serious headway in the building of democratic
unrty tor peace and progress in our
country. This means a determined
fight. against all sectarian ap.
proaches, hab,its and tendencies.

The future of our Party thus

lies

in fighting a:ll forms of opportunism, Right or "Left " ,r arrti-M".x-

ist trends whose efiect is to weaken
the Party's effectiveness as a vanguard
.political organization capable
of truly giving direction and suidance to the struggles of the worline
class, the Negro people and thi
democratic forces generally. Such
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has been the experience of the Party

in the forty

years

of its existence,
it to-

and such is the task ahead of
d"y.

,t

,G

't

Ever since its inception, the Communist Party has been under incessant attack by big business reaction
as a "foreign agent." This type of
slander, as is well known, did not
originate with its use against the
Communist Partv.

basis

and

It

for attrcki.rg

has served as a
all democratic

prqgressive movements in

AmeriCan history, going back to the

legal terminology and the pompous
rulings of government boards; are
of course without foundation. The
Communist Party, here as elsewherg
exists because capitalist exploitation
exists. It grows out of the American
class struggle and has deep roots in

American history.

American socialism goes back to
the utopian socialists of the frrst hdf

o{ the nineteenth century and the
numerous cooperative colonies which
they established. Marxism appeared
as a factor on the American scene
b,y midcentury. American Marxists
were active in the anti-slavery struggle and in the Civil War. One of

labelling of Thomas )efferson and
his supporters as "agents" of France
by the reactionary elements of that their leading figures, Joseph Weydeday. And at one time it was aPPlied meyer, was made a colonel in the
with equal vigor to the Party's pre- Union Army by Lincoln. Karl
Marx himself played an important
decessor, the Socialist PartY.
Because it has, from the first daY part in relation to the Civil War
of its existence, fought for support with his brilliant writings in the
to the Soviet Union as the first land New York Daily Tribuae and other
of socialism, because it has persist- publicarions. Marxists were instruently advocated American.Soviet mental in setting up the National
friendship, and because it has at all Labor Union, the first efiective natimes fought to expose the fraudu- tional organization of labor. They
lence of the charge of "Soviet ag- were actively involved in labor struggression" with which Wall Street gles throughout the last half of the
iloaks its own aggressive schemes, nineteenth century, with men likc
the Communist Party has been at- Eugene V. Debs playing a particutacked with special vehemence as a larly prominent role.
The Communist Party, therefore,
"soviet agent." From the Palmer
is
the inheritor o{ a tradition going
Act,
which
raids to the McCarran
far
b,ack in American history, and
and
PartY
the
to
compel
today
seeks
its members to register as "foreign long preceding the birth of the Soviet
agents," the attack has been unre- Union. American Communists,
moreover, have repeatedly demonlenting.
strated their loyalty to this country
much
however
Theie slanders,
and its democratic traditions. They
in
high-fown
disguised
be
may
they

sacrificed unstintingly in the war
against Hiderism. And they have

tween Eisenhower and Khrushchev

as a tremendous step in this direcfor the Preserva- tion, and look to it as the forerur
tion and extention of democratic ner of a fruitful summit conferencc
rights, including the right to organ- for peace.
All these policies have been in the
ize and the establishment of full
best interests of our own country,
democracy in the South.
Our Party has supported the basic They have been, despite sectarian
policies of the Soviet Union because, errors at times, the policies of an
being the policies of a working-class, American political party. Neverthesocialist state, these are in the in- Iess our history has been one of unterests of working people every- ending struggle against the "foreign
where. And it has fought for Ameri- agent" slander, which is designed to
can-soviet cooperation and friend- weaken and undermine the fight of
ship because this is vital to the the American working people
against the oppression of the trusts.
American people.
From the beginning, the Party And this struggle continues.
If we are to make real headway
fought along with other Americans
for recognition of the Soviet Llnion, in winning it, however, we must
a battle which was finally won when work to make our Party increasRoosevelt extended recognition in ingly an American political party
1933. In the thirties, the Party sup- in the sense of becorning ever more
ported the Soviet policy of collective deeply rooted among the American
security as essential for curbing workers and integrated in their mass
fascist aggression and defending struggles, together with other sec-

consistently fought

democracy. Communists were most
prominent among what the profascist elements dubbed the "premature anti-fascists." They were in

the forefront of the fight

against

in Spain, and they fought
unswervingly against the appeasement of Hitler.
In the depths of McCarthyism, the
Communist Party held high the banner of peace in the face of persecution and attack. Today our Party
fights without reservation for peaceful coexistence, for an end to the
menace of nuclear war. We hail the
impending exchange of visits beFranco

tions of the people, against the trusts.

In this, the Party has very considerable reserves of support among the
American working people, reseryes
which can be tapped if it effectively
combats sectarian isolation.
,f

,B

*r

The Communist Party came into
being as a pafiy of socialism.
Throughout its existence it has
sought, though with many weaknesses, to popularize socialism in the
eyes of the workers of our country,
to convince them of its inherent superiority- as a social sysrem. Today
these efiorts of many years are bc-

I,OI-ITICAL AFFAIRS

ing vindicated. With the advent of recently emerged from a deep-going
the 6rst Sputnik, and now with crisis, much riduced in mernbership
the launching of the monumental and influence. But the need for a
Seven-Year Plan, as well as the Marxist vanguard party in our counachievement .of the Great Leap in try remains unshaken. And the conPeople's China, the great potential fidence that the Party can fill this
of socialism is being brought home need, which was shaken in the
to ever wider circles in this country. minds of many comrades during the
In this sense, it is no longer cor- crisis, is being restored. The fortieth
rect to say, as we have so often done anniversary of the Party comes on
in the past, that "socialism is not on the eve of its Seventeenth Conventhe order of the day" in the United tion. It enters the period of convenStates. There is now a keen, healthy tion preparations with full confiinterest in socialism on the part of dence that, profiting from the lesmillions of Americans. Today the sons of forty years of struggle, the
popularization of socialism-as a sys- coming convention will register its
tem that works-is on the immediate further consolidation and maturing
agenda of our Party as never before. as a political force in the United
The Communist Party has but States.
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Charles E. Ruthenberg
Note: On the occasion

o,f

the 4oth ahniuersary of the Communist Party

of the U. S. A., we present rhe lollotuing

series

of brief extracts lrorn thc

turirings of its lounder, Charles E. Ruthenberg Q88z-ry27). These e,ctracts,
arranged chronologically lrorn rgrz to 1926, are taften lrom a uariety ol
sources, inclwding speeches, editorials, m.agazine articles, pamphlets and.
records of court trials. They indicate the Marrist progress of an eaily
Communist leader on the one hand, and on the other the consistently
high quality ol leadership he gaue to the Socialist and Commun;st mouemenrs in his lifetime. They also show the unwauering courage of a great
pioneer of American Socialism.
These items were selected and arranged by Oaftley C. lohnson, author
o,f The Day Is Coming: Life and Work of Charles E. Ruthenberg, International Publishers, New Yorft, r958.-The Mitor.

OUR CONFIDENCE THAT SOCIALISM \MILL COME

And here is the basis of our confidence in the coming of socialism.
The developrnent of industry points to only one way in which industrial
despotism can be avoided and all the benefits of trust production insured to
the workers.
We cannot turn back the hand of time. We cannot go back to the days
of hand production. To do so means to sacrifice the splendid achievements
of the most wonderful era in the history of the world.
'We must go forward.
The same process which has brought into existence the present situation
has developed the intellectual pou/ers of the working class. It has placed
them in a position which makes future progress and the birth of a new
society based upon new ideas of justice and equality dependent upon them,
and given them the knorvledge how to use their power.
We socialists have faith in the working class. We believe the workers
have advanced too far to submit to industrial slavery, and therefore our
confidence that they will assert their power to bring into existence the only

IO
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to capitalist

despotism, which is the social ownership of the
already socialized means of producrion.
The working class has the power, and to save itself must establish

alternative

socialism.

(From article in Columbus Socialist, lune zz, tgrz)
THE GROWTH OF COLLECTIVISM
Since August of. tgr4 the developmenr of collectivism has gone forward
at a tremendous rate. The necessities of war have compelled the governments engaged in it, and even the governments of neutral countries, to
extend their control and management of industries. . . .
In this country the government went into the merchant marine business
in rgr4, shortly after the war started. It has since extended its control to
many forms of industry. The food and fuel dictatorships are conspicuous
cxamples of the development of this form of collectivism. Through the
Emergency Fleet Corporation it is building ships and ir has commandeered

all

available existing shipping.
The experience of the government o[ this country with the railroads is
an illuminating example of the necessity of collective ownership and a
justification of the Socialist principles. . . .
This collectivism, which is developing in the shape of municipal and
state ownership, is not, however, Socialism.
With a powerful working class movement. strongly organized on the
political and industrial field, developing with it, it may become the means
of facilitating the establishment of Socialism. Without such a movement it
may well become the basis for more extreme exploitation and oppression
of the workers than that which existed in the days of capiralist competition.
(Extract frym pp.-3o-33 9{.Rgthenberg's pamphlet, Are We Growing
Toward Socialism?' - published by Local Cleveland, Socialist Partf,
Cleveland, Ohio, in the late summer ,tf rgr7, while he was on trial with
Charles Baker and Alfred Wagenknecht for opposition to World War I.)

WHO ARE THE DREAMERS?
Through all the ages the institutions of man have been changing, de-

CHARLES E. RUTHENBERG:
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veloping and evolving. Through the struggles of the ages and achievement

of the genius of the race in all times we have perfected our productive
powers, but an uniust economic system heaps the rewards of the achievements of the many into the laps of the few. And these few rise uP, like
modern Joshuas, and command the forces which have been working through

all the ages, "Stand Still!"
Who are the dreamers-the Socialists who say that society will continue
to evolve and that collective work will bring collective ownership and man'
agemenr, social production produce sijcial disuibution; or the capitalists
who say: "'W'e are reaping the rewards" Sun, stand stilll"
Social evolution will continue. the goal toward which it is tending is
plainly indicated in the form of modern production. The Socialist movcmenr itself is the product of the economic forces in capitalism which
rnakes Socialism the only road to freedom for the exploited and oppressed
class in modern society.
Socialism will not destroy and break up what capitalism has produced.
It will build upon the economic foundation prepared by the develop
ment of capitalisrn.
(From pp. 47-48 of..Are We Growing Touard Socialkrn?)
A VISION OF SOCIALISM
Socialism grows as the water lily grows.
At the bottom of the lakes and ponds in which the water lily grows
there is deposited a muck of decaying vegetable matter. In this the water
lily sets its roots. It finds the conditions which enable it to live and thrive.
Out of this muck it sends up its stem through the waters which surround
it, upward to the light and air and sunshine, and when it reaches the light
and air and sunshine,

it

bursts forth into that beautiful blossom which gives

us joy to behold.
Tire Socialisr Movement sets its roots

in the muck of capitalism. It finds

in it the conditions which enab,le it to live and thrive. Today the Socialist
Movemenr is fighting its way upward upward against the lies, misrepresenration and the misunderstanding which surround it, upward to the
lieht and air and sunshine. Soon it will reach the light and air and sunshine
,_f;d ,h.o our civilization will burst forth into that new and beautiful
blossom--Socialism.

'2
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(From,r,".o,,.r,,a["r:,ffi::T,:t*,

",o*,or

roward. sociot-

zsrz? Note that this was written some three months before the Bolshevik

Revolution

in

Russia.)

OPPOSITION TO WORLD WAR

I

This is not a war for freedom. It is, not a war for the liberties of mankind. It is a war to secure the investments and profits of the ruling class of
this country. . .
The only reason we are in this war now is because it is to t}e interests of
the ruling class, the capitalist class of this country, to have us in the war,
and I am going to show it to you.
We of the Socialist Party are carrying on this fight. We are here to
carry on this fight. We are here to organize the workers of this country
for this struggle. \Me are working towards this end, that out of the chaos
of this war there may come a new society, a new world, a new organization
of the people, which will end the cause of war by ending the private
ownership of the industry which brings war into exisetnce.
(This speech was originally delivered at Public Square, Cleveland, Ohiq
May zl, r9r7. The extract is from its re-delivery by Ruthenberg in
the Cleveland Federal Court, |uly, r9r7, when he, Charles Baker and
Alfred Wagenknecht were tried and convicted for opposition to the
war. After this trial the three Socialists were confined in the Canton,
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The tendency of capitalist production is that with the creation of greater
and greater surplus, the returns of capital invested at home become less

and liss, and necessarily the capitalists seek other avenues of investment
where the returns will be greater. They seek the unexploited territory, They
seek the countries which have not as yet been developed, such as Mexico
or China, or part of South America, and invest, seek concessions there

and invest their capital for larger and quicker returns, and these investments take the form of the development of that territory through the
building of railways, etc. . . .
We hnd ar the beginning of the war in r9r4 that there had developed
during the preceding decades the imperialist policy in.all the great-capital'
ist naltions, notablyln England and in Germany. The struggle for concessions, the struggle for what we now might call'mandatories,' or colonies,
had been going on for a long term of years. We found repeatedly that the
governments came into confict with each other, as, for instance, France
ind Germany over Morocco. The questions at stake were questions of
which counly should have the right to exploit this unexploited, undeveloped territory. Th.t. conflicts in which the governments fought the battles,
through diplomacy, of the capitalist class, reflecetd the imperialist process,
the divelopment of imperialisrn, the securing of these concessions for the
benefit of th. home capitalist. It was out of the process that the War developed. It is out of this process that other wars will develop in the future,

from the standpoint of socialist analysis.

Ohio, Workhouse.)
IMPERIALISM AND WORLD WAR

I

(From the testimony of C. E. RuthenbeE in his trial in New York,
r9zo. It was after this trial that Ruthenberg was sent to Sing

M"r.h,
Imperialism is that stage of the development of capitalism when the
state becomes the agent of the capitalist class in seeking avenues for investment, avenues of exploitation, raw materials and other forms o[
capitalist action. It is that period of capitalism when, through the develop
ment of the capitalist system, the perfecrion of the machinery of production,
the surplus in a country has taken on a certain character, that of the
exploitation of capital, of steel and iron, and making the requirement to
secure markets for the use of this material, for the disposal of this surplus.
In this effort to secure markets for the sale o{ this material unexploited
territories are sought and the governments become the agents of the capitalist class in securing concessions, securing opportunities for investment,
whict5

in turn, create the market for the sale of

these products.

Sing Prison.)

A

CASE OF CLASS JUSTICE

this to say for myself, that I have in the past held certain
ideals for a reorganization of society on a new basis. I have upheld those
ideals and gone to prison for them when they were connected with the
late war. I have stood by those principles in which I firmly believe, and I
still stand for those principles irrespective of the result of this particular
trial. I expect in the future, as in the past, to uphold and fight for those
principles until the time comes that those principles triumph, and a new
ro.i.ty is built in place of the present social organization. I realized from

I have merely
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the beginning of this trial, as I have in any other trial that I havc takcn
part in as a defendant, thar this court, and all the instruments of this
court, are merely a part of that organization of force which we call the
capitalist state; and I expected no other result from an organization of the
capitalist class to protecr the capitalist system, than the result that has been
reurned by this court in this particular case; and, of course, accepting this
as a care of class justice, a case of the use of the organizedf.orce of the state
in order to suppress the desires of those who today are suffering under the
oppression of the present system, I will accept the sentence in that same
spirit of defiance,_realizing that I go to prison because of support of a great
principle that will triumph in spite of all the court$, in ipite of alf the
organizations o{ the capitalist class.
(Statement by Ruthenberg after being sentenced to from five to ten
years' imprisonment in Sing Sing at the conclusion of the New York
trial, March, r9zo.)

oN

THE NEGRO QUESTTON

The Negroes are nor only a part of the most bitterly exploited section
of the working class, but they are, in addition, oppressed as a race.
The Workers' (Communist) Party supports the organization of the
Negroes for their fight against exploitation as a part of the working class
and against the special discrimination to which they are subjected. It demands complete social equality for the Negro.
Thg Til9ykery' (Comrnunist) Party, What It Stands For and Why
€-9,
Worfters Should
It, a pamphlet published

loin
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Tourards the 17th ilatioltal Conventiolt.
By Eugene Dennis
Comrades: It is now only a few "solve" the crisis in their own greedy
months to our next national conven- and predatory interests, other faction. I think most of us, and the tors, trends and forces have been set
Party as a whole, understand that in motion.
in many respects our rTth Conven- In fact, 9ne of the ney and special
tion will take place under quite features of the political situation in
difierent conditions from those in ouf country today is the rising miliwhich the r6th Convention was held. tancy, resistance and increased politDuring these years the crisis in ical consciousness of sections of the
the Adiinistration's aggressive bi- labor movement, the upsurge of the
partisan foreign policy has sharp- massive Negro freedorn movement
ened. The criiis in housing, educa- which exerts such a profound im-

tion, health care and juvenile de- pact on every facet of political life
linquency has increased. The acute and development in our country,
p*bt r"J of automation and large 1t d -,h.- emergence- of . ^a broad,
scale unemployment, of farm sur- though loose and diversified peace
pluses and displaced family farmers, movement.
and of the iolossal nuclear arms Some three years ago, as you will
race and a mounting national debt, recall, the question of the very exhave all become more aggravated. istence of our Party was upPermost'
While the vested interests and Integrally tied in with this was the
wealthy corporations are responsible question of the adherence to our
for this dilemma and impasse, and Marxist principles. True, the r6th
while the most reactionary sections convention took a generally positive
of monopoly have unleashed a new position on these cardinal questions.

Iiving standards and. democratic *is'.toE1ilfil[ff'31r.t!.r5., iffi*r.i;t *i
tn oroer to
citv.
rights of the People
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It is also true, however, that it took spread throughout the wo,rld, from
a full year after the convenrion for Asia to Africa to Latin America.
these issues to be finally resolved. And Cuba, proudly asserting its
As we approach the rTth Convention, we can now say that our Party
is unifying and consolidating its

ranks; that the

Marxist-Leninist
principles of our Party are being ad.
hered to and develope_d by our lead-

ership and o,rr -.fib.iship, and
that our Party is beginning to make
certain important advances in its
mass work.

Today the solidariry and the unity
of the socialist camp-momentarily
threatened in the period prior to our
r6th Convention by the imperialistinstigated cou-nter-revolutionary up
rising in Hungary and by the divisive role of the Yugoslav revisionists
stronger and more unshakeable

dignity and national integrity, has
brought the national independence
struggles right to the very doorstep
of the North American continenr. These are a few of the develop.
ments rn'hich indicate the differences
between tF.e situation at the time of
the r6th and rTth Conventions.
if

ii

tf

A few words on the draft of the
political resolufion which you have
been discussing. (This refers to the
initial draft resolution submitted to
the National Committeg the main
political line of which was approved
I share the opinion of all
-Editor).
the comrades that many of the pro"
-is
than ever. "Ioday the Commu- posals and criticisms made at this
nist and Workers Parties of all meeting will considerably improve
lands are also more united and more the final draft. And as a result of
firmly entrenched among their peo- the critique and contributions which
ples. In these short two and one- our Party membership will make
half to three years there have been during the course of the coming premagnificent and world-shaking ad- convention discussion, this guiding
vances in socialist and communist document will be further strengthconstruction, so graphically demon- ened.
strated in the Soviet 7 Year Plan
With all its present inadequacies,
and in the great leap, forward in however, we can say that the draft
People's China. The camp of world resolution does contain a correct estipeace halted the imperialist inter- mate of the political situarion on the
vention in Lebanon, ]ordan and home front and internationally. It
Quemoy, and prevented these from projects a realistic.and a fighting
p€rspective. It points in a sound disparking a global confict,
In this brief space of time, too, rection and maps out a correct strathe great upsurge of the powerful tegic and tactical line.
national liberation movement has
As most of the comrades in the
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discussion have recognized, the heart

of the main political line advanced
is the developrnent of united working class action and the forging of
a broad democratic front for peace,
civil rights and liberties, and economic security. Together with this,
and essential to its realization, we
emphasize the imperative need and
of the ways to enable decisive
sections of the working class to come
some

forward as an independent

class

force, rallying and championing the
vital demands and interests of all
workers and of labor's popular allies
and the nation. This, too, is why we
stress the indispensible role of our

Party, the vanguard party of the
American working class, the party

of socialism.
Why have we placed so

sharply

the question of the unity o,f action of
labor, of the Negro people, and of all
democratic forces I

First, because such unity is the
only way to check and to defeat the
ofiensive of reaction. It is the way to
counteract and help change the "get
toughr" cold war foreign policy of
our government. It is the way to
enforce the Constitution, and to advance the struggles for equal rights
for the Negro people. And it is the
way to safeguard and promote the
economic well-being of the rulsses
of our people.
Second, because

this

perspective

and course of action takes into account the actual level of struggle
and the present relationship of forces

within our country. The projection
of the policy of organizing a united
and democratic front takes into ac
count the realities of today and that
which is new, developing and most
promising in our country. It recognizes that the elements and component parts of a democratic alliance

and of a people's anti-monopoly
coalition exist or are emerging out
of the current and unfolding labor,
Negro people's and peace mass
movements. It also takes into account the sharpening divisions within the ranks of capital and the insoluble contradictions and difficulties
confronting Wall Street nationally
and on a world scale. Moreover, it
reckons with the fact that the American working class presently is not
so united or class conscious, nor is
its Marxist vanguard as yet as strong,
as are the working class and the
Marxist parties of, say, France or
Italy.
Third, we advance and fight for
the united and democratic front of
struggle because the working class,
the great Negro people's movemenq
and all popular forces, together with
certain non-monopoly bourgeoisliberal elements in the country, are
in fact confronted with a number
of general, nation-wide democratic
tasks. These include the struggle fo,r
peace; the struggle to restore the
First Amendment, and to enforcc
and the r3th, r4th,
and r5th Amendmentsl and the
desegregation

struggle to defeat the growing anti-
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labor offensive, as well as a number

of other related and important

ques-

tions,

Fourth, because it is a correct approach toward mapping out an effcctive tacrical line for the enormously significant ry6 elections,
and toward facilitating the develop"
ment of a new political alignment in
our country led by the working

constitutional rights which are inseparable from defending the demo.

cratic liberties of all the people;
raising organizational work to the
necessary high political level; radically improving our work on the
ideological front, including the strug-

gle against revisionism, as well

as

against doctrinairism and sectarian-

ism; and popularizing ever more

widely our socialist aims, as well as
our immediate program of action.
These are some of the big quesfor the united front in our mass tions that must occupy a great part
wqrk and for the building of the of the coming pre{onvention disbroadest democratic front is also cussion, as they undoubtedly will in
essential to help our Party overcome the convention itself.
its isolation from decisive sectors of
All of us should bear in mind
the labor and people's movements) that the problem of building and
to expand its mass infuence and its strengthening our Party, especially
contributions, and to step up the of multiplying our working class
pace of its mass
base, ties and united front relations,
is a process that will proceed un,
T,*:*.
evenly, faster in certain areas and
In respect to the stress placed in fields of mass work, slower in others.
But in this process, which dethe resolution on the role of our
Party and on the vital problems o{ mands the best from all o,f us, even
building and strengthening it- so small a party as ours is today in
tlese, of course, are an integral part America can play a big and infuenof the development and implementa- tial role in the struggles of our class
tion of a correct mass political line and our people. Artd we don't have
and perspective. What we empha- to refer only to ancient history for
size in this connection is the impera- proof of this. Ooe can examine the
tive necessity of enhancing the van- contributions made by our Party in
guard role of the Party (not to be the past year, and the vanguard role
confused with or measured solely exercised by a number of our local
in terms of expanding the Party's and state organizations in defense of
independent activity per se); the the unemployed, against the "rightapplication o{ the united front; reso- to-work" laws, in the national
lutdy and boldly fighting for our Youth March, in the struggle for
class.

Lastly, we project this policy and
program of action because the fight
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peace, and not leasr of dl in the backed by the Administratior\ arc
struggle for Negro representation, going to be allowed to gouge the
and the development of non-par- public further, continue to inflate
tisarS independent political aciion prices and amass unprecedented
of the Negro people. I think we can p'rofits, and destroy elementary
already see in these struggles the union work rules, 'or whether labor
conribution our Party is capable of and its allies are going to check inmaking, and which, as these are de- fation, the rising cost of living and
veloped further, will not only monopoly's union$usting drive, and
strengthen the labor and people's safeguard the workers against inmovement as a whole, but also will tol"erable speedup and automation
facilitate and hasten the process of carried out solely for the benefit of
Party revitalization and growth.
the trusts. The development of labor
solidarity, Negro-white unity, the
{t*it
fight for the basic demands of the
There is another point I would stecl workers, the struggle for relief
like to stress. It is necessary for our and unemployment compensation
National Committee, our N.E.C. for the strikers, and the exposure of
and state committees, and the Party the sinister role of the steel co4)oraas a whole to come to the rTth Con- tions and the government in rigging
vention with more than sound reso- corporate prices and profits at the
lutions, essential as this is. Starting expense of labor, small business and
with this meeting, we should begin the middle classes-these are a must
to translate into action and put some task.
fesh and blood on a number of the
Much can and should be done
concepts, plans and proposals out- now also in the fight against the new
lined for the rTth Convention.
anti-labor bill, the modified version
Among these is the question of of the Kennedy-fuwin-McClellan
acting determinedly in support of bill advanced by some of the most
the current strike of the 5oo,ooo reactionary forces in Congress, with
workers in the steel industry. This certain liberal support and with a
is a major struggle in which all of few assists from Meany and Dubinlabor and its popular allies have a sky. This must be vigorously chalvital stake. Its outcome will seri- lenged and opposed by labor as a
ously afiect not only iob and union whole, as well as by all democratic
conditions in steel, but also the forces in our country. For if this
wages and working conditions in anti-la'bor monstrosity, or any other
all trades and industries. It will de- variant of it, which provides for
termine whether in the immediate government regulation and control
period ahead the giant steel trusts, of the trade union movemeng is
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enacted, the labor movement will be formation of a Negro Labor Counfurther shackled and democratic cil. While Randolph unfortunately
liberties of all the people will be advanced this idea with certain antifurtler curtailed.
Communist trimmings and concepts,
No less important is the urgent nonetheless the essence of this proneed of mobilizing the broadest posal is of major impo,rtance and

united front and an all-out struggle ihould gain the active support of
against the new anti-Communist and and be infuenced by ali progressives.

anti-democratic legislation intro- I think, too, comrades, in the next
duced by Congressmen Smith and days and months the question of
Walters and Senator Eastland. If "Hands Ofi Cuba" and the develenacted, these pro-fascist measures opment of various forms of Cubanwould whittle away further the con. American friendship and solidarity
stitutional liberties of Communists are very much in order. We know
and non-Communists alike.
that, from the inception of the popuOn the vital question of the strug- lar revolution in Cuba, there has
gle against the Dixiecrats, in a num- been great pressure and interference
ber of districts where I have been in on the part of the imperialist cir'
the last few months we have had cles in the United States to subvert
discussions, and some beginnings the fuly z6th movement and the vichave been made with regard to un- tory of the democratic national revofolding this struggle. The fight in lutionary struggle. The State Dethe North, involving the labor move- partment recently sent a note aimed
ment, certain fo,rces in the Demo- at holding back the announced
cratic Party, and, above all, the Ne- agrarian reforms. It is an open secret
gro people's movement, is growing that certain elements in the United
and must be pressed forward, with States are subsidizing and providing
very definite plans worked out for other aid for an army of pro'fascist
each state and every area and mass mercenaries being uained in the
organization within it. This is a key Dominican Republic for intervenpait of the people's preparations for tion against Cuba. Most recently,
i96o, as well ai an intCgral part of we have witnessed the disgrace{ul
the over-all democratic struggle to spectacle of the former Air Chief in
Cuba being b'rought in by the CIA
democratize the South.
At the N.A.A.C.P. convention im- and the Internal Security Departportant proposals were proiected for ment to testify against the Cuban
advancing the right to vote in the revolution before the notorious EastAlso there land Committee. The people of our
South, now and in 196o.
'proposal,
offi- country have a special responsibility
was the significant
for
Randolph,
the to prevent U.S. interference in the
cially advanCed by
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internal affairs of Cuba, and the demand "Hands Ofi Cuba" should
and can become the rallying slogan
of broad sections of the population.
As to the Foreign Ministers Conference, we know that Washington
was reluctant to, attend, and was, in
fact, almost literally dragged to
Geneva. At the end of an eighrweek period, Secretary Flerter and
others in the Western delegation still
continue to repeat their proposals for
the continued military occupation of

Berlin and for the continued division of Germany. The President and
the Secretary of State are determined
on the nuclear rearmament of West
Germany, and they have advanced
as a condition for the holding of
the summit meeting, guarantees for
maintaining the outmoded and explosive "status quo" in West Berlin
and Adenauer's Germany.
I also think that we should take
note of the fact that precisely during these negotiations at Geneva,
there took place the official reiection

We should try to take hold of thc
crucial question of Germany generally. Specifically, we should help
crystallize the broad sentiment existing in our country against the
nuclear armament

of Germany and

for ending nuclear tests, coupling

this with in{luencing the organization of public expressions on the
widest scale in favor of a summit
meeting-regardless of what hap
pens at the Foreign Ministers meetmg.

In relation to this, the visits of
Mikoyan and Kozlov to this country and of Nixon to the USSR havc
contributed enormously to the
thawing out of East-West-relations.
Everything possible should be done

to encourage the further development of such visits and exchanges
of leaders in all fields, and not least

of leaders of

organized labor.

Finally, on this question of putting flesh and blood into the pro
posals of the draft political resol.ution, let us not forget the question of

on the part of the State and Com- Party building, which is almost at
merce Departments of the latest a standstill today. Would it not bc
Soviet proposals for the expansion possible, in connection with the big
of rade with the U.S.S.R. There celebrations planned on the hiswas renewed brandishing of the toric occasion of t}te 4oth anniver.
H-bomb by certain Administration sary of our Party, for New York
leaders and there was the official with seaboard participation, for Chiaction of sharing the know-how of cago with midwest participation,
the H-bomb with West Germany, as and for the West Coast, to bring a
well as with Turkey. Latest of all substantial number of new members
was the adoption of "captive na- into the Party by that time, and to
tions' week," just at the moment make a further, even if modest, inwhen Nixon was going to Moscow. crease by the time of our national
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conventionl This should be possible today.
Take the fight for the life of. The
Warfter. In these next weeks and

1958,

natioaal convention.

and principled Marxist basis.

venture the opinion that his-

tory will record that perhaps. rnor€
than any other single thing, the ex'
istence of virulent factionalism and
months before the celebrations, can't the destruction of Party unitYwe really put our shoulders to the starting in the national leadershi5
wheel and solve the financial ques. held back and impeded the process
tion and so ensure the Worfrcrs ex- of decisively defeating and routing
istence and make it possible to revisionism and ultraJeftism.
At this National Committee meetproject at the Convention new perspectives for building the circulation ing there are still many diflerences
of-opinion on this or that aspect of
and infuence of the paper?
At the previous meeting of the questions or tactics, and there are
National Committee, we decided on still many remaining criticisms. But,
certain steps to support and to help comrades, we have arrived at somcstimulate the bringing into exist- thing-a common general political
ence of a Marxist-oriented, socialist line-and that is not a small thing.
youth organization.I think the real- This is, in fact, a big thing, which
ization of this objective wo,uld be makes it possible for our Party to
of extraordinary importance in the move forward and more effectively
fight for democracy and peace, for discharge its responsibility, as well
the youth of our country, and for as to come to grips and co,pe with
our party as well. This, too, is one this or that difference, with subordiof the things that should command nate tnatters, and to resolve dl maour attention as we prepare for our jor questions collectively on a sound
'We are united in the defense of
our people, our class and our Party,
In conclusion, I would stress, as and united in the application and
many comrades have already development of o,ur Marxist, workemphasized, the impo.rtance o{ do ing class principles. We have come
ing everything possible to further a long way, and we have learned a
strengthen and guard the uniry of Iot. I think if each of us, and all of
our Party, especially now and dur- us collectively, guard the unity of
ing the somewhat turbulent months our Party in this preconvention
period and further strengthen it,
of the pre-convention discussion.
However one would assess the then we will achieve one of the big
responsibilities for the sharp inner- things in the common task of realparty suuggle and divisions in the izing the great objectives projccted
years from 1956 to the beginning of here. Namel/: we will create thc

***

conditions for a united convention
and a united party. And this is one

of the

pre-requisites

to enable

our

Communist Party-the American
working class party of socialism-to
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go forward, to make new and vital
Marxist contributions to our working peop,le and nation, to advance
the great and invincibl.e cause of
peace, democracy and socialism.

DRAFT POLITICAL RESOLUTION

ing the scourges of hunger, oppres- life, the problems and difficulties
sion and war is within reach.
become not less but greater.
Yet today the American people
On a world scale, the leading posiface profound threats to their liveli- tion of the United States, long unhood, their liberties, and indeed to contested, is now being increasingly
their very lives. In the face of the challenged on all sides by its capitaltremendous potentialities of a world ist competitors, by the expanding

Pre-Conuention lliscussion

Draft Political Resolution

at peace, the cold war persists, with

its growing burden of

The Communist Party of the U. S. A. will hold irs Sevenreenth
Convention in New York on December ro.r3, 1959. In this conneo
tion, t}re Party Constitution states: (Article V, Section 4):
Prior to regular National Conuentions, at least 9o days shall
for discussion in all Party clwbs and leading cotntnittees on the main resolutions and problems coming belore
,he Conu'ention. During this discussion all Party organizations
ltaue the right to adopt resolutioms and propose amendrnents
to the Constitution for considera:tion by the Conuention.
be prouided

In

accordance

with this provision, the National Committee

has

scheduled the preconvention discussion period to begin on September ro and to continue to the opening date of the Convention.
We preserlt here two draft resolutions, whose general line was
approved by the National Committee as a basis for discussion. Fur,
ther draft resolutions will be presented at later dates. Members of

the Communist Party may submit to the National Committee discussion articles for publicatiot in Party Affairs or in this magazine.
All members are urged to participate.

I
INTRODUCTION

Today automation, atomic energy
and other notable achievements of

modern science and technology hold
forth the promise of wiping poverty
As we approach a new decade, and its attendant ills from the face
the decade of the sixties, mankind of the earth and providing a secure,
stands at the threshold of a poten- full life for every human being. Totid era of peace and plenty for all. day the prospect of forever abolish2+
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armaments

and the ever-present menace of a
nuclear holocaust, In the face of the
glowing prospects for vast improvements in economic well-being, there
is growing insecurity and fear of the
future. And in place of a growth of
freedom, there is continued repression and denial of elementary liberties.

Our capitalist society is plagued by
accumulation of unsolved problems. Its economy displays a growing shakiness. Automation and other technological ad-

a mounting

vances create a growth of chronic
unemployment. Unsaleable farm surpluses rise from year to year. The

national debt, already huge, continues to mount, and the difficulty
of financing the war economy increases. The burden of interest and
taxes becomes ever more into erable,
There is a persistent problem of in-

flation.

Despite advances

in the struggle

for Negro rights, t}re

system of ]im
Crow oppression remains essentially
unshaken. Our educational system
is in a state of deepening crisis. Juvenile delinquency grows steadily

worse.

In

every aspect

of American

group of liberated countries, and not
least by the socialist world, which
now bids to surpass the achievements
of American capitalism in every respect.

It is the all-powerful

capitalist groups,

monopoly

with their striving

to preserve their outworn system of
"free enterprise," which stand as the
central obstacle to progress. It is
monopoly capital which blocks the

fulfillment of the great promise
which the future holds, and which
breeds the never-ending menaces of
war, insecurity and repression. And
it is monopoly capital which must
be o,oposed by the American people.

But the monopolists find it increasingly difficult to pursue their
suicidal cold-war policies. The irre-

pressible popular sentiment for peace
and friendship pushes them repeatedly toward steps in that direction.
Such a step was the Geneva Con-

ference in 1955. And such a step is
the exchange of visits between President Eisenhbwer and Premier

Khrushchev-a truly momentous
advance in the 6ght for peaceful
coexistence.

The
decade

decade ahead can be the
in which the American peo.

ple, united in a great national demo-
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cratic coalition led by labor, can
The oudook of the Administration
take major strides toward the at- is different. For it is the men of the
tainment of a government of the trusts-thode who exploit America's
people, by the people and for the working people and who prqfit by
people.
armaments-that run the State DeThis can be the decade in which partment, the National Security
mankind is liberated from the peril C,ouncil and the Central Intelligence
of the cold war and the ever-present Agency. Their foreign policy is dcthreat of catastrophic nuclear war- termined by their own greedy vested
fare.
interests. Theirs is an imperialist
It can be the decade in which fatal policy aimed at world domination
blows can be inficted on the oppres- They seek the subiection of othcr
sion of the Negro people which has capitalist powers, the theft of the
defiled our land for more than three old colonial empires and the checkcenturies.
irg of colonial liberation moveThe Communist Party faces this ments, and the "containment' of
new decade with supreme confidence socialism and destruction of the so.
that these goals can be won, and to cialist states.
this end we American Communists
Although public opinion has compledge ourselves.
pelled the spokesmen of Wall Street
to go to Geneva, the dorninant cir-

il

AMERICAN FOREIGN POLI-

CY: THE NEED OF A POLICY
FOR PEACE

cles of monopoly have not altered
their cold-war aims. Under the guise

of

strengthening "national defenser"

the cold warriors intensify

the

atomic arms buildup and expand
U. S. military bases eround thc
Maintenance of peace has becorne globe. Western Germany has bethe primary issue of our time. Nu- come Wall Street's main arms b,ase
clear bombs, with their drizzle of in Europe, and West Berlin has bepoisonous fallout, and nuclear war- come NATO's forward base for esfare threaten mankind's very exist- pionage and provocation.
ence.
The State Department's China
Though there are diverse views policy is based on retaining Taiwan
among the American people on how as a missile-launching pad aimed at
peace may be achieved, the over- People's China, whose existence it
whelming majority are as one in still fesuses to recognizes. U. S.
their fear of nuclear preparations, policy in Latin America and the
their desire for peace, and their ab- Mideast is dominated by the oil
horrence of a world Hiroshima.
trusts and other expl.oiters, who
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strive to crush or subvert the na- It is also bankrupt and doomed to
tional liberatiog movements in these failure. For the bipartisan cold-war
and other countries, and whose program of Big Business runs counmain immediate targets are the new ter to the genuine national interests
popular goYernments of Cuba and of the American peop,le, who are
threatened with annihilation in the
Iraq.
These policies the men of the event of a new wodd war. Even
trusts seek to justify by inventing a now this adventurist imperialist
"Soviet threat." But it is the Soviet policy is meeting increased opposiUnion, not the United States, which tion among the most varied secton
is surrounded by missile bases. It is of our population, including somc
not the Soviet Union but the United infuential business circles.
In addition, the United States is
States which is rearming a renazified Western Germany. And it is becoming more isolated within the
Wall Street which becomes a scene family of nations. Its relations with
of alarm with every easing of ten- its allies are becoming more aggtasions and every "threat" of peace. vated. The military alliance which
The threat of "Soviet aggression" it established at great cost in NATO
is non-existent. For the Soviet Union is being undermined by the incrcasand other socialist lands have no ingly bitter economic conficts be
capitalist class, and there no one tween the United States and its
profits from war preparations and junior partners and between Britain
aggression. It is the Soviet Union and Germany, as well as by the in
which took the initiative in ending ability of the authoritarian De
nuclear tests. The Soviet Union and Gaulle regime to "solve" the crisee
the other socialist countries have which beset France.
Above all, the relationship CIl
pursued a consistent peace policy
throughout. Indeed such recent forces on a world scale has changed
visitors to the U. S. S. R. as Adlai irrevocably in favor of the camp of
Stevenson, Averell Harriman and peace, freedom and social progresr.
Vice-Fresident Nixon were pro- Socialism has emerged as an infoundly impressed by the spirit of vincible world system. There has
peace which permeates that country. taken place a victorious upsurge of
And it is Wall Strect which be- the national liberation movements in
comes a scene of alarm with every Asia, Africa and Latin America.
easing of tensions and every "threat" The peace movement in the capitalist world has acqulred a new
of peace.
The foreign policy of Wall Street strength. With these developments,
and the Administration is not only imperialism is declining, the inr
aggressive, reactionary and warlike. perialist aggressors are being checkcd
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and war is no longer inevitable. discredited and dangerous Path of
And with the completion of the atomic threats and "brinkmanship."
historic Soviet Seven-Year Plan and

the new leap forward in People's
China, there arises the possibility,
within the next decade, of cementing peaceful coexistence and eliminating the scourge of world war
forever.

Ffence the gap between the objectives of U. S. imperialism and its

Even as U. S. diplomats in Geneva

are forced toward significant agreement$ on ending bomb testing, the
missile maniacs in the Pentagon are

stocking bases in West GermanY,
Italy and Turkey to the rafters with

nuclear weapons. And as for Cuba,
the State Department and the Pentagon, assisted by the FBI, are busilY
plotting the overthrow of the Castro

ability to achieve them is steadily
widening. During the past year regime and the imposition on the
alone, it suffered numerous setbacks. Cuban people of a new government
The armed forays of Wall Street in subservient to the Wall Street sugar
Lebanon and Quemoy were re- and utilities trusts.
If not combatted and checked,
bufied. Its cruel musclemen in Cuba
and Venezuela were ousted, and the the actions of these, the most advenground under many of its other turist and aggressive monopolists
hirelings has been shaken. Heavy and their agents, can ignite a world
blows have been dealt to its efiorts holocaust. The security and the very
to prevent peaceful negotiations and survival of the American people descientific and cultural relations, as mand that they halt the p,resent forwell as to embargo trade with the eign policy and impose a new policy
socialist countries. Under the pres- on the government. Such a policy
sure of its allies and the Soviet peace will not arise automatically from the
initiatives, plus the growing disil- dangers and failures of the present
lusionment of the American people one, but only through a broader,
in Wall Street's cold-war policies, more determined and consistent
its resistance to the foreign minis- struggle by the American people to
ters' conference as a prelude to a end the cold war, to achieve peaceful
summit meeting proved unavailing, coexistence.
It w-ill emerge from the people's
Despite these setbacks, despite the
reluctance of Wall Street's "free struggles to end nuclear testing and
world" allies, and despite the in- ban nuclear weapons, to achieve
creasing unease and even hostility peaceful relations with the Soviet
to its policies among sections o[ the IJnion, and to end nuclear rearmaAmerican people, the Rockefellers, ment and military occupation of
DuPonts and their associates are Germany and Berlin. It will grow
determined to continue along the out of the fight for recognition of

People's China, and for non-interventio,n in Cuba or anywhere else in

Latin America. It will

develop

through a determined movement to
end the cold war and abolish the
cold-war economy.
The issue of peace is the paramount issue in American political
life. It is the central test of all parties, mass organizations and civic
leaders. It is especially a test for
labor, which is called on to lead in
the fight for peace. On the resolution
of this issue rests the future of our
nation.

III
THE ECONOMIC AND POI,IT.
ICAL SITUATION IN THE
COUNTR.Y

The present situation in the
United States is marked mainly by
growing economic instability, the
mounting burdens imposed by the
cold war and the intensified &ive of
Business for superprofits. It is
marked also by more militant moods
and rising struggles among the peo'
ple, and by a new offensive of big-

Big

business reaction.

t.

The Economic Situation

The American economy is once
again on the upgrade. Production
and employment are rising, and
predictions of a new boom are wide-
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spread. But the upsurge rests on a
shaky foundation.
The most striking feature of the

postwar American economy

is

its

growing instability. Since World
World War II, there have been
three slumps, of which the third
was much the most severe. From
each of these the economy has re.
covered at the cost of a higher level
of public and private debt, a greater
residue of unemployment and other
features making for future crises of

greater severity. And despite current high levels of production and
employment, the outlook is that,
within a yeff or two, the economy
will again stagnate and decline and
the privations visited on the working people in 1958 will reappear in
aggravated degree.

In

these slumps, especially the

most recent one, the big corporations.
have used their economic power to
maintain high monopoly prices and
through extension of automation
and speedup, to increase their profits..
The monopolies today are steadily

extending their control over the

economic life of our nation and the
direction of government affairs. The
growing rash o{ corporate mergers
is increasing the concentration of'
economic and political power in their

hands, and

is

accentuating the

growth of state monopoly capitalism.

In response to the growing competition from other capitalist countries, American Big Business is stepping up its efforts to hold wager.:
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down in this country. At the same
time, it is increasingly resorting to
establishing plants abroad, whose
products are imported into the
United States at the expense of jobs
of American workers.
For the working class, the main
consequences of all this have been
mounting insecurity and the growth
of chronic mass unemployment. The
heaviest blows have been inficted
on the Negrq Puerto Rican and
Mexican-American workers, as well
as on youth and women.
This process is aggravated by the
accelerated automation and relocation of industrial plants now under
way, which confronts the American
working class-skilled and unskilled,
Negro and white-with new and
mounting problems of joblessness
and insecurity, and which is converting a growing number of major
industrial centers into distressed
areas marked by widespread chronic
unemployment. Moreover, the costs
of these developrnents are being
largely borne by the working people
through tax rebates to the big corporations by the federal, state and
local governments.
Since the end of World War II,
Big Business has utilized the federal
government to impose a war economy, to foster anti-soviet hysteria
as a basis for sustaining the cold-war
budget and the nuclear arms race,
and to militarize industry, science
and education.

All

this has served as
a means of looting the federal treas-
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ury for the enrihcment bf the missile manufacturers, the oil and chemical trusts, and other sections of

acute privation and suffering

monopoly.

in Michigan, Ohio and IIlinois. Among them also are the
thirty-hour week, as well as for strikes of the autoi farm equipment,
greatly improved unemployment airline, rubber, and New York hoscompensation and other measures for pital workers, and especially the
the protection of jobless workers. strike of half a million steel workThese are directly related to the ers, as well as the successful strug
struggles against the efiorts of the gle against state "right-to-work"
monopolies to hold wages down, to laws in the 1958 elections, with the
worsen working conditions, and to accompanying defeat of a number
infict ever higher prices on the of outstanding reactionaries at the
workers and farmers. The basis of polls.
Especially noteworthy are the adthese struggles is unity of labor, the
small farmers, the Negro people and vances made by the Negro liberasmall business in the battle against tion movement, which occupies a
the economic gouging of the trusts. position of key importance in thc

The bipartisan cold-war economy
has swollen government debt at all
levels

It

to

mountainous proportions.

has placed a colossal burden of interest payments on the taxpayers,

and has led to an intolerable tax
load for the average American.
Cold-war embargoes have disrupted

foreign trade, with a considerable
of sales for American manufacturers and a consequent loss of jobn
for American workers.
The pouring of billions into a
totally wasteful war economy has
contributed greatly to inflationary
price increases which victimize the
working people, and especially those
families (government employces,
pensioners, veterans, welfare cases
and others) with fixed incomes. And
because of the economic burdens of
the cold war, housing, health, education and other social welfare aploss

propriations have been slashed; and

many federal responsibilities haye
been shifted to states and localities,
which are unable to meet them.
For millions of small farmers,

long caught in a cost-price squeeze,
rising monopoly prices and cold-war
inflation have reduced the margin
between costs and returns to the
vanishing point. Tens of thousands

of small owners,

croppers and ten-

ants have been swept

ofi the

land.

In the rural South and elsewhere,

lot of millions of

is

the

Americans.

Of cardinal importance for the
American working class is the fight
for jobs-above all, the fight for the

z. Militant Moods and Struggles

The impact of the cold-war and
'brinkmanship" policies of the
Eisenhower Administration, the
ravages of the economic crisis, the
"get-tough-with-labor" drive of Big
Business, the frenzied efforts of
southern reaction to maintain its
system of Iim Crow-all these

initiative. Among these are the
AFL-CIO national jobless confererlce and the statewide jobless
marches

American scene. The struggle to end
Jim Crow oppression of the Negro
people, which lies at the heart of the

fight to

destroy Dixiecratism and
establish full democracy in the
South, vitally afiects the interests of
the entire American working class
and has served increasingly to spark
struggles on issues of democratic
import to the entire country.
In recent years, this struggle has
resistance
taken
on considerable added force
mounting
have stimulated
among the American people, in the and momentum. Popular p,articipafirst place among the workers and tion has swelled and cooperation
among the various sectors of the
the Negro people.
Expressive of the growing mili- movement has increased, frequently
tancy in the ranks of labor are a inclusive of the Left-progressive
number of recent actions by the forces. Outstanding among the aclabor movement, undertaken large- tions undertaken by the Negro Pe+
[y under rank-and-file pressure and ple, often with sizeab,le support o[
in some cases as a result of Left iheir white allies, are the Mont-

il'r
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gomer, bus strikg the heroic ac[ions
of Negro pupils in the South, the
two great Youth Marches, and the
widening moyement in the North
to elect Negroes to public o,frce.
These actions have had a major impact on the political life of the en-

Opposition
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to loyalty

oaths and

governmental secrecy has grown, as
have movements to a'bolish the UnAmerican Activities Committee, to
implement the Supreme Court's desegration order, and to demand that
the Department of ]ustice halt its

tire nation.
unconstitutional attacks under the
Among sections of the farmers, Smith, McCarran and Taft-Hardey
too, there has been growing dis- Acts.
satisfaction and resentment against
their intolerable economic condi- 3. The Reactionary Offensiue
tions. This was expressed particularly in the sweeping of Republicans
A new assault, directed against
out of ofrce from numerous farm labor, the Negro people's movement
areas in the 1958 elections.
and the advocates of peace and
The recent past has witnessed also constitutionall liberties, has been
a growth of peace sentiment and launched by the most aggressive and
extension of the peace movement. reactionary circles of monopoly capiThis has taken place on a broad tal. Its aims are to compel the peothough loose organizational basis, ple to bear the burdens of the cold
largely undler the infuence of war, to submit to the extraction of

i

,I

church groups, educators and scientists, and with the Left also playing
an active role. American interveri-

tion in Lebanon and Quemoy
evoked widespread protests throughout the nation. The demand that
the Administration end nuclear testing and ban the H-bomb has found
a widening response in community
meetings, peace "walks," petitions
and sermons from the pulpit. There
has been a warm response among
all strata of the people to the artists,
scientists and other visitors from the
Soviet Union. In labor, business and
church circles the demand is growing that the United States recognize
People's China.

I

increased profits, to accept the policy
of "brinkmanship" and interference
in the affairs of other nations, and
to stifle all opposition to its domestic
and foreign programs.
It seeks to build on the consider-

able residue of the poison of McCarthyism with which our country
is still aflicted, and to infict on
labor and the American people generally a series of repressive measures
of a kind which could help pave the
way to fascism. It would be a serious error, however, to equate these
aims with fascism itself.
The onslaught against the trade
unions, unmatched since the days of
Hoover, embraces the decision of

the big

corporarions

strikes, as

in

to provoke
steel, unless the unions
capitulatg forego wage increases and
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against the democratic rights of all
Americans, white as well as Negro.

The ofiensive of. reac,tion is
greater speedup. It em- marked also by increasing manifestabraces the McClellan anti-labor hear- tions of anti-Semitism, of which the
ings, the Kennedy-Ervin-McClellan most striking are the recent bomb
bill to regulate and license unions, ings and desecration of synagogues
and the imposition of dictatorial and cemeteries, in the South and
rule over some unions by the courts. elsewhere.
And it includes t}e anti-union plan
These oflensives are accompanied
sct forth by Nixon and the Cadillac by a renewed attack on the Bill of
Cabinet in the recenr report of the Rights. New thought-control legislaPresident's Committee on Infation. tion is being processed in Congress.
In the South, a rebellion against The Congressional inquisitors have
the C,onstitution, inspired by the launched new witch-hunts. The Deeconomic royalists, has been let partment of |ustice plans to step up
loose by state and local officials and its persecutions of Communists and
by southern senatofs and representa- progressives. And in the Supreme
tives in Congress. A fascist-type Court, in the face of mounting reacmovement organized around the tionary attacks, a majority has deWhite Citizens' Councils has arisen veloped in support of a retreat from
rnd threatens to spread.
some .of its previous positions deIn the past year, some 25o,ooo fending the Bill of Rights.
Negroes have been wiped ofi the
A new barrage has been launched
voter registration lists. Encouraged on the ideological front, containing
hy the hands-off policy of the White a mixture of old and new anti-comI'Iouse, state and local officials have munist slanders and demagogy. The
condoned a new wave of lynching labor movement is labelled "monlnd terror. In all of the South, there opolistic" and is charged with rehas been no more than token school sponsibility for inflation. Trade
integration, and six southern states unions are smeared as "racketeerhave refused to integrate even one controlled." Theories of "people's
Negro pupil. In several southern capitalism" and the "welfare state"
states, the NAACP has been out- are widely propagated, with atlawed and its mernbers persecuted. tempts to discredit Marxist theory
These menacing developments, and socialism.
whose brunt is borne by the Negro
But the monopo,lists are not iopeople, consritute a peril to consti- vincible. Their oflensive can bc
tutional democracy in the nation as stopped and thrust back. For 1959n whole. Indeed, they are directed 6o is not r949"5o. A more militant
agree

to
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mood exists among the American
people, and a leftwLd trend is disiernable. Abroad, the world peace
movement grows. The epic advance
of socialist ind communiit construction and the influence of the peace
policy and initiatives of the toiirlirt

forms-in the growing economic and
political struggles of labor, in the
,rpsu.ge of the Negro- liberation
rioveirent, in the growth of peace
sentiment and broadening peace
movements, and in other movements
and struggle$. To be efiective in
world register ever greater impact on achieving their obiectives, as well as
all peopies. The bi'ttle-cry oi "fr."- in buildi-ng a popular democratic aldom" g.o*s stronger against im- liance, it ii imperative to un-ify and
perialism on all coniinend. And the reinlorce each ol these at thc grasL
powerful actions undertaken by im- roois. It is necess_ary to draw in all
pott"tt sections of the populrt ftt..t who are prepared-to engage in the
Lave given them greaiei confidence fight, and to coo,rdinate the seParate
in their ability to-resist and defeat but related and interacting mass
activities in behalf of the people's
the offensive'of monopoly capital.
'
needs and interests. It is essential to
combat the divisive and corroding
IV

red-bating, class-collaborationist and
DEMOCRATIC UNITY OF THE cold-war- policies pursued by the
PEOPLE VS. BIG BUSINESS Right-wing labor and social democratrc leadirs, and bY manY liberal
ofienand Negro people's leaders as well.
the
reactionary
To defeat
sive of corporate wealth, to advance Henci most effectively. to advance
the fight ior peaceful coexistence, labor's fight for job and union se..orrorii. ,..urity and civil rights curity rEquires an extension of
and liberties, id is necessary to united economic and political action
achieve the broadest, most resolute by all segments of organized labor
wnity of action of the uorfting calss and all workersr.progressive or conservative. And the struggle for laand'its' allies.
exisbor's rights and viclfare will be entrt is essential to bring into
piople's
coalihanced- to the {egree that labor
anti-monopoly
ence an
and leads the general
labor,'th| Nrgro Peopl.e,
tion uniting"7**rrr,
'pri\rt' champions
fight for peace, democratic- - rights,
studeits,
the small
sionals, small bu.sinessmen ani other aid ..o^o*ic and social welfare.
Hence, to reinforce and advance
democratic elements oi a Prlgrarn
'*r-lforr, the
Negrg. people's .movement for
economic
ol action fo,
dignity. and security, it.is
equality,
pcace.
iights
and
i.emocratic
ft. .o*pJ.r.n, .lements of this oi.oriry-.to build it on a foundaallia".. are'manifest in a variety of tion of all-inclusive unity. It is also

to bring forward in its
leadership the Negro workers with
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these movemeflts directed against
the common enemy-monopoly. It
their two million union members. It is incumbent on them to show that
is likervise essential that white work- these struggles are indivisible, that
ers take the lead in strengthening the merging of these streams into
the NegroJabor alliance in struggle one mighty torrent will create a
against the infamous Jim Crow sys- strength superior to that of monoptem and the reactionary GOP-Dixie. oly and capable of winning gains
crat alliance. This is central to win- far beyond the capacity of the sepaning such vital objectives as FEP, rate organizations and movements.
both in legislation and union con. Progressive and Communist worktracts, organizatiom of the unorgan- ers will, therefore, bend every effort
ized in the South, the right to vote, to help reinforce these movements
and adequate Negro representation. and help realize a commont front.
The leadership of such a people's
And these, in turn, are the necessary
basis for the achievement of that alliance against monopoly must come
broad democratic advance which is from the working class, the most
of such crucial importance not only progressive class in the nation. But
to the Negro people, but to all for the working class to step forward into leadership, it must achieve
American working people.
Hence, the further advance of the a new status, that of political indepeace movement requires that sub- pendence.
The resounding defeat of state
stantial sections of the labor and
Negro people's movements be drawn "right-to-work" measures in ry58
into it-particularly into the fights shows what labor can do when it
for East-West trade and for arms and develops its independent political
tax reductions-and become its back- activity and unity, and joins forces
bone and o'iving force. It requires, with others in a common objective.
too, the enli. ting of other allies on At the same time, the failure of the
issues of wid. appeal, such as ban' 86th Congress to heed the mandate
ning the H-br mb. And it requires of labor and the people shows that it
the encouragernent of all pro- peace is one thing for labor to support and
individuals and currents, however elect liberals, and another thing to
limited, in both major parties, as rely on them or fail to build a yeara means of exerting ever greater round grass-roots movement to bring
pressure for peace on the Congress constant pressure on them and to
and the given administration in infuence their actions. It is one
power.
thing for labor to work within the
It is incumbent on progressives, es- two-party sy$tem, br.rt quite another
pccially Communists, to support to depend on the two parties of big
necess,uuy
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to trail after them and neglect the building of its own political activity and organization.
To enable the *orking class to
emerge as an independenl political
forceln defense of lts own int.r.rt.
and those of the great majority
of
'develop

business,

of the need for the working class to develop its political ac'
tion organizations (COPE, LLPE,
PAC) and its ioint activities with its
awareness

natural allies, the Negro people and
the small farmers, to infuence the
course of .current political struggles
and, in the process, to create the
the American p.6pb, to
labor's class and- political conscioui conditions for building,a- new mass
ness, the prog.estive and politically party led by labor-a labor-farmeradvanced workers must strive for a Negro people's party.
To promote. the achievement of
number of ob,jectives:
r. It is necessary to fight for this heightened, leading role of the
greater solidarity on the piclket line working class, the Left and progree
ind on the legislative and electoral sive forces need to be rallied and
fronts, for tride union democracy united to help spark the unity of
and militant, class-struggle policies, all-especially the united action of
against business unionifr anh po[t- the Left and the "center" or "midii=s-as-usual, and against the employ- dle-of-the-road" workers and labor
ers' divisive *.rp"ott of red-baiting. leaders-in factory, union and lgig.hz. lt is necessary to create i" borhood. Special e$orls- should be
labor's ranks the understanding that made to mobilize the Negro work'
the struggle against monopoly- can- ers, the youth, and- others of the
ttot ttop-r-t the-water's edge. Support most exploited workers, who are
of monopoly's cold-war f6reign^poli among the most militant, forwardcies cuts'the ground from ,rn"dei th. looking sections of the working
struggles against monopoly on the class.
home- front] and conveisely, labor's In all this, a qpecial responsiL' rity
full entry into the peace fight would falls on the Communists and c hers
strengthen immensely its Eattles for of the Left-the task of devel >ping
the class consciousness of the work..otto-tt i. and social ,durt...

3. It is necessary to generate un- ing

class.

They must explain over

and over, in the course- of these
struggles, the issues and class forces
invJlied, the nature of the- monopo-

deistanding in the labo,r movement
that the fight for full equality of the
Negro peJple is basic i" t(e fight
for- human and democratic rigl-rts list enemy and the inter-relarionship
generally, and is essential to labor's of the individual struggles. They
fi.ght foi economic and social wel- must illuminate the path forward at
every step, making clear b'oth the
t re.
immediate and ultimate perspectives.
It
is
necessary
to
stimulate
4.

They must open up to ever wider
sections of the working class the
great treasure of lessons from the
democratic and progressive struggles of the American people, and
from the rich experiences of worki.g class movements throughout
the world.
In this way tlle immediate needs
and interests of the working people
can be protected and advanced, and
the road opened to the attainment of
a new political alignment and a
people's government resting on the
strong fotrndation of a democratic
anti-monopoly front, led by the
working class.

V

THE
The

196o ELECTIONS

196o presidential elections can

in the struggle for peace and progress.
be an important stage

Will labor and the

forces be able
come of these

democratic

to infuence the outelections in a progres-

sive directionl

Will they be able to weaken the
stranglehold of the GOP-Dixiecrat
alliance on Congressl
Will they be able to help elect an

Administration responsive, in some
respects at least, to the needs of the
people and the supreme necensity of
easing world tensions I

Will they be able to accomplish
these tasks even though there is no
from the two-party sysBusiness I
Will they be able to strengthen

breakaway

tem of Big

their own political organization and
independence I
The answer is: Yes, all these things
are possible.
There are, however, some formidable o'bstacles. Among them are the
following:
The Republican Party of Rockefeller, Nixon, and the Chicago'Tribu.ne, which remains the favored
party of the dominant circles of finance capital, has considerable electoral strength and unlimited funds.
It is trying to don a liberal face and
appear demagogically as the party
of "peace and prosperity."
The Democratic Party, which has
a mass base especially in the indus.
trial areas, continues to be dominated nationally by Big Business
interests. While advocating increased
expenditures for social welfare, the
Democratic high command and its
congressional majority, supported by
labor's top officialdom, champion
the bi-partisan cold-war program
and act to expand military appropriations. Indeed, they ofier as a maior
indictment of the Eisenhower Administration the charge that it does
not spend enough for "defense."
The Democratic Party still embraces within its ranks the Eastlands
and Faubuses, as well as the Powells
and Reuthers. And most of the
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Democratic presidential aspirants as
well as many of its proJibor and
liberal congressmen, aie inclined to

couraging

the

development of

non-partisan, independent political

activity and organization among
join hands with the "moderates" and important sections of labor, liberalq
effect a compromise with the Dixie- and the Negro people who, in their
crats in the 196o Democratic Party great majority, still operate on the
national convention and campaign. electorate arena primarily through
Moreover, the strong oppositoin the established machinery of the two
of labor, the Negro people and a old parties.
growing number of small farmers
In these circumstances, the central
to the GOP, and their mass dissatis- political tasks confronting labor and
faction with the Democratic P'arry's the democratic forces are to organwretched performance in the 86th ize mass movements and coalitions
Congress, has not yet reached the around key issues, to forge broad
level where a new party alignment electoral coalitions to oppose thc
or a mass-based independent presi- chief candidates of reaction, and to
dential peace ticket can emerge in promote the nomination and election of pro.peace, pro-labor and prory6o.
Nonetheless, the rising p€ce sen
civil rights candidates for office at
timent in our country, accompanied all levels, including trade unionists
by the growing strength of the world and Negro representatives. It is also
peace camp, is having a marked im- essential to build independent elecpact on the electorate and on im- toral apparatus and organizations of
portant circles in both major parties. labor and its allies, and at the same
This can facilitate the nomination time to po,pularize the concept of a
and election of various candidates mass people's party led by labor.
who favor modifying one or another
Other tasks include making thc
aspect of America's foreign policy voice of the supporters of peace
in the direction of promoting peace. heard in the election campaign,
The confict is sharpening be- strengthening and multiplying thc
tween the advocates of Dixiecratism non-partisan Negro voters' associaand the supporters of the Constitu- tions both in the North and in the
tion, between "states rights" end South, and augmenting the political
civil rights, and between antilabor cooperation of the trade unions and
and pro-labor legislation. This con- the Negro people.
flict is stimulating new political
It is necessary to support the strugtrends and regrouping of forces gle of the Negro people and dis.
within the Democratic Party and franchised whites in the South to
among its supporters, in opposition vote, and it is important to launch
to reaction and bossism. It is en- a nationwide campaign to ensure
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maximum registration, electoral late the Left from the mainstream
activity and casting of votes.
of labor and the Negro people.
In addition, a fight should be The Communist Party will strive,
launched against the growing un- in. cooperation with the decisive secdemocratic restricrions which- keep tions of the working class and its
minority parties off the ballot and allies, to help shape the outcome of
for proper reapportionment of repre- the elections in a positve direction.
sentation and the abolition of ger- The Party will cooperate with and
rymandered districts.
Mass pressure should be exerted
on co,unty, state and national con-

help stimulate the independent poIitical organization and activity of

minded radicals, and used as a base
operations by some Trotskyites,
represent premature, sterile move-

Amendments.
4. Guarantee the

labor and all other

democratic

ventions of bo,th major parries. forces, and will support and parWherever possible, major party ticipate in all united and democratic
primaries should be contested, and front alliances and movements. At
where reactionary candidates have the same time, it will develop its
been nominated by both parties, own independent activity, help clardemocratic and peace candidates on ify issues and popularize its basic
independent tickets should be pro- program for an American road to
moted.
socialism. And where conditions
By working along these lines, warrant and the opportunity exists,
labor and the democratic forces can it will run its own candidates.
make headway in 196o in ousting
To advance the cause of peace and
leading reactionaries from office. progress, the Communist Party will
They can be in a stronger position strive to enlist support for the folto influence the next Administratoin lowing immediate program:
and Co,ngress, help prevent waverr. Guarantee America's national
ing and b,acksliding of the elected security by guaranteeing peace in
friends of labor, and hasten the the world. End the cold war and
trend toward a new political align- establish peaceful relations, trade
ment and a mass people's party.
and friendship with all nations.
These goals cannot be achieved,
z. Defend the Constitution and
however, through the formation of restore the Bill of Rights.
"independent socialist parties" such
3. Secure equal rights for the Neas have been attempted in some gro people, abolish Jim Crow segreareas. These, supported by some gation, demand federal action to
liberals, progressives and socialist- enforce the r3fi, r4th and r5th

of

ments which can serve only

to

iso-

right to a

job

and improved living standards. Ob.
tain adequate compensation for all
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unemployed for the entire period of

unemployment. Establish a thirtyhour week with no reduction in pay.
5. Protect the rights of the small
farmers to occupy the land and re-

tain their chattels. Assure

them
adequate income through improved

and broadened price supports. Limit

acreage cuts for small farms. Provide cheap5 readily accessibLe credit
through government sources. Find
markets for farm surpluses by developing trade with the socialist
countries and using stocks of food
to help feed the hungry, here and
ab,road.

6. Aid small

business by reducing

its tax burden as against that of
the monopolies, and by providing
through government channels a sup.

ply of cheap dependable credit.
7. Enact an American Youth Act
to provide tuition, training and lobs
for the young generation.
B. Enact federal health, education
and housing programs to meet the
people's needs, also legislation to
provide adequate support of the arts.
9. Curb monopoly profiteering.
End cold-war subsidies and munitions prrofiteering. Place the main
tax burden on corporate wealth.
Establish public ownership and op
eration of all atomic energy facilities, railroads and public utilities.

VI

THE COMMUNIST PARTY
The history of our country, in-

cluding the developments in the last

two years, and the new opportunities and tasks facing the working
class, confirm anew the indispensable need of the Communist Party,
which is the Marxist-Leninist vanguard party of the American working class-the party of socialism.
In the recent period, the Party
has successfully fought and defeated
the anti-Marxist revisionists as well
as a group of anti-Party dogmatists.
Waging a determined struggle
against factionalism and for the
unity of the Party, defending and
applying the p,rinciples of scientific socialism, of Marxism-Leninism,
in accord with specific American
conditions and the best interests of
our r.vorking class and nation, our
Party has begun again to unfold its
mass policies, to bring its program
to the people.
Despite the inadequacy and unevenness of its contributions, our
Party is playing a constructive role
in many of the unemployment, integration, peace, electoral and strike
struggles of the people. In the process, the Party's influence, mass contacts and relationships are increasing in a number of areas and fields
of work. And there the Party is being consolidated and revitalized.
But the cardinal problems of Parry
renewal, of building the Party and
of establishing broader united front
relations, remain largely unsolved.
Therefore the chief task before the
Party still is to oyercome its isola
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tion from

the the party fulfills its vanguard role,
the especialiy in its ideologilai work, in
Party's .base, ties and -influence extending its indep?ndent mass
Ind in u.rfoldirg its united
33o"g the_ basic industrial workers, activity,
Negyo and white, and among the front 'policies. Also, the" readership
youjh. Without this, the Parryrs ca- and s?udy of Th'e Worftcr
pa:ity for..helping. transform its potitical 'Affairs, and of 'Marxist
""h
.
policy into living reality will remain literarure of-all kinds, rnusr be greardecisive sections of
labor movemenr, to srrengthen

seriously impaired.
- Moreover, Party building and

ly expanded.
the 'The exercise of its vanguard

further implementation ol the Party's mass _political line will proceed
very slowly and unsatisfactorily unless the entire Party and its leadership. seriously- raises organizational
wo:k to the high level it requires.
Certain weaknesses in the Party's
work to-day are_ in large measure

role

requires, among othe, tirings, ex-

panding

to the maximum it i

or-

ganizatlonal and political initiatives
of th. party on all lev.ls. Taking
into account the deprivation of legai
rights imposed upon the party "by
Bis Business reaction in violation o?
thJ constitution, especially in indusattributab,le to shorrcomings in the trial centers and thi South, the parwork of the national leadership. ty's vanguard role must be exercised
the
lA.mong these are a failure decisive- in such a way as safeguards
ly to end factionalism, a lag in tack- ability of Communists -lo remain
ling important ideological problems, among the masses, strengthen their
an insufficiently vigorous fight for a ties with them and win- them for
united front policy, and inadequa- the Party's mass policies. At the
cies in collective work and the ap- same time, the Party must boldly
plication of criticism and self-cri- utilize all public channels for expresticism.
sion and activity, and intensify the

In this connection, it is essential fight for

re-establishment

of its full

that the Party leadership at all levels constiturional rights as part of the
improve its stvle o[ work, eradicate general fight of the working people
subjectivity and cultivate closer, and to restore and defend the Bill of
more comradely relaitonships, in Rights.
which criticism and self-criticism Eflectively to carry out the Party's
will be constructive and mutually mass political line, to accelerate
beneficial. And it is especially urgent labor unity and the development of
that the leadership work at all times the democratic front for peace, deto reinforce the unity of the Party. mocracy and security, it is necessary
It is necessary to effect a marked to master and apply concretely and
improvement in the way in which fexibly the Party's united front
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In many respects, this re. the working people of the Latin
mains oar biggest una)om battle,Yic- American countries, who labor untory in this battle is the key to prog- der the oppression of American imress on all fronts, now and on the perialism.
policy.

morrow.

It

is a"battle which

As never before, it is important
and that the Party, from top to bottom,

must

be waged by every Party leader,

member, in shop and-community, grasp more deeply and develop,firr'
in the unions and other mass organ- iher-the scientific principles of Marx'

izations.

ism-Leninism, boldly grappling with
the new problems confronting our
working ilass and country,
and
learning from the experiences "nq
views of the masses, as well as from
establishing more extensive per- world workingclass experience.
sonal contacts and friendships, and
It is necessary to strengthen the
wider formal and informal organ- ideological content of our mass work
ized political relationships with day in and day out. Anti-Sovietism
other progressive workers on key and anti-Communism must be exissues. It must work to revitalize the posed as the chief weapon of the
Left and promote the broadest unity trusts to mask their robber plans of
of action of the Left with the pro- aggression and exploitation abroad
gressive or center forces and, on and at home. Racism, anti-Semitism,
certain issues, with the conservative bourgeois nationalism and chauvinforces as well.
ism must be bared as a divisive
The Party must give special con- hatchet dividing Negro and white,
sideration to the problems and mass native and foreign born at home,
struggles of American youth. It must and "justifying" U. S. imperialist
give its support to the building of a domination abroad. The "people's
Marxist-oriented youth organization capitalism" and "welfare state" panain this coutry. Attention to work ceas must be unmasked as dema-

is
new and promising in the current
and unfolding mass struggles. It
must find the ways and mians of
The Party must search out what

among the national groups must be
restored. In this connection, it is
necessary to combat the erroneous
idea that these groups are disappear-

irg as significant forces in

American

the

scene.

gogic propaganda spread by the open
apologists of Big Business as well
as by the revisionists in their efiorts
to confuse and disorient the work'

ing people, to prevent them from

struggling effectively against mon-

The Party must also strive to opoly and to divert them from
strengthen international working- path to socialism.

class solidarity. Above all, it must
strive to build ever closer ties with

the

Within the ranks of the Party and
among other progressive forces, it

+3

necessary to wage the most un- tribution to the general^ welfarg to
compromising and"consistent strug- multiply our miss influence and

is

gle against revisionism. This oppor- build the party as a mass.Party, w:
^the Communiits must expand our ad"
iunisi trend has its source in
ideology of the imperialist ruling vocacy of socialisrrl. We must ex'
cl"r, ,iriri.h, through a whole rangl plain how with the socialist reorgatof social riformisi and "class pait- ization of society our- country, with
nership" ideas and illusions, exerts its great working class, resources
its prissure on labor and the mid- and lechnology, can bring forth an
dle classes and, in turn, within the age of economic, cultural, social, in'
Party. Exposing and combatting re- te-llectual and democratic well-being
"and
practices, ;hich far beyond the l-nldest dreams of
visionist ideas
did great damage io ou, Party in aay generation of Americans' Wc
the p"eriod from Lid-r956 to 195'8, as must"show that the Communist Parwelf as in earlier peiiods, iJ ort ty advocates and strives to t'4q
bting into existence this new social
main ideological task.
At the sa[re time, the Party must system by peaceful and democratic
vigorously combat doctrinairiim and means, and w9 must show that in
seltarianism. Equatly with revision- this new socialist sociejY there will
ism, these tt.* fio* ruling-class be only production for use and
idmlogy. And they are equ;lly a pe?9e2 not-for-profit and. war; there
form ii opportuniim-in fdct, they wilt be life, liberty and happiness
are bur th6 tther side of the coin oi for all Americans-Negro and
Right, revisionist opportunism. In white; there will be public owneraaiition to fightdg relentllessly ship under a government led by thc
against ultra-Leftism, the Party must working _class.
w-age a persistent struggle against Especially now when there is a
d..ply ingrained .on..[6, practicet raldespread interest among rnillions
*d irful".es of "Left"-sictarian- of Americans as to how the third of
ism which today permeate a num- mankind already undgr socialism
and lead- lives, when the historic Soviet sevenber of Party organizations
"in
regard to mass year plan promises such epoch-makers, especially
-and
pro
lems of the ing advances, and when the peacc
ih.
work
policy and initiatives of the Soviet
united front.
Above all, the Party must conduct Union exert an ever greater inflp
an uncompromising struggle to ence in world affairs, it is timely
eradicate from its ranks every ves- and essential to demonstrate anew
tige of the destructive evil of fac- the ruperiority of socialism over
capitalism and the promise which
ti6nalism.
In order to make our Marxist con- socialism holds of a happy and
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p€aceful life for the pmple.
,f

,6

tk

many times over,

in which it

can

decade of the sixries is a of the struggles of the American
in whic[ the American peo- people for peace and progress and
ple will take gieat strides forward. throwing a beacon light toward an
And it is a period in which our America of brotherhood and peaceParty and its influence can grow ful labor-a socialist Arnerica.

The

Draft Resolution 0n the Negro Ouestion

become a mass party of the American working class, in the vanguard

period

in the United States
The decade of the sixties will
mark the hundredth anniversary of
the emancipation of the Negro people from chattel slavery in the
United States. It will also register
the hundreth anniversary of the enactment of the r3th, r4th, and r5th
Amendments. These Amendments
proclaimed that Negroes should
enjoy equality of citizenship status
and constitutional rights with all
other Americans.
Yet today, almost a century after
the enactment of the Civil War
amendments, Negroes are not free
and equal citizens. On the contrary,
now numbering some r8 millions,
r r percent of the total Po'Pulation,
they are the most severely oppressed
and exploited of the national groups
which compose the American nation. They are subiected to a sYstematic pattern of segregation, discrimination, and racist defamation
in varying degrees, in all areas of
the country and in all asPects of
life.

of the Negro Peo'
ple manifists itself in three characieristic features: the denial of equal
economic opportunities, political
The oppression
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rights and social advantages. AII
three are rooted deep in the historic
development of the nation-in slavery ancl in the long period of op
pression which has followed emanci-

pation.

Their historically defined position
of unequal citizenship is further reinforced by racist color preiudices
and proscription. As a result of this
unique historical experience, the
Negro people occupy a specially disadvantaged place among the nation's

nationalities. All of this testifies to
the inescapable fact that notwithstanding partial victories and limited
concessions

won through

struggle,

the fundamental condition of Negro
Americans rernains unchanged; the
prciblem of Negro op?ression hos

not been solued.

I. MAIN NEW

FEATURES OF

THE NEGRO FREEDOM

MOVEMENT
The Negro people's national effort

to free themselves from all manner
of oppression, so that they might
live ii "free and equal" citizens of
the United States, is exercised

tfuough a loosely co-ordinated system of varied types of organizations,
which is developing into a National
Negro Freedom Front of which the
National Association

of Colored

for the Ad-

People is the
pivotal center. These organizations
in their totality embrace all social
classes in Negro life.
The significant court victories
scored under the leadership of the
NAACP over the past fifty years,
combined with the sustained ideo-

vancement
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psychological make-up of Negro
Americans find organizational expression in the developing Negro
Freedom Front along the following

lines: r) the authority which .thc
NAACP enjoys to act as spokesman

necd

ported by the Negro church and
recognized by the main strategic ally
of the Negro people, the organized
labor movement; z) the growth of

dom, a,gainst uhom the main

eighteen million Negro people, and this authority is sup

organized, disciplined, mass actions,
designed to implement victories won

the growing racial pride among the
Negro people but which advocate
petty-bourgeois "solutions" to thc

racial identification and the corollary

oppression

this change is a grouing impatience
with leaders of the two maior politiical parties, who skilfully and demagogically use "civil rights" as a political football. Consequently, there is
a growing demand by the Negro
people for more deeds to match the
deluge of words. These changes continue to develop in response to, and
as an ever more conscious part of,
the world-wide colonial liberation
,rnovements.

These changes

in the

common

of its activities-namely, the
to \nou the efietny, n ftnow

iveness

for the entire

logical campaign against racism conducted by other organizational instruments of the Negro freedom
movement (Negro press, cultural
organizations, etc.) have rendered
profound changes in the common
psychological make-up of Negro
Americans. These changes are
marked b,y a growing pride in their

to this is a mass rejection of longimposed "white supremacy" standards which disfigure the American
way of life. A secondary feature of

positive and progressive in these new
features, the Negro people's movement is confronted with the task of
overcoming the major ideological deficiency which still blunts the effect-

through court action and legislation
in the areas o{ school and bus desegregation and equal job opportunities; 3) the rise of nationalist sects

and currents which contribute

to

of the Negro people;

a marked growth in

4)
non-partisan,

independent political initiatives designed to enhance the power of the
Negro citizen-electorate in American politcal life, and; 5) the b.g"nings of sustained, organized class
initiatives by the Negro workers de.
signed to improve their role as a
progressive powercenter within the
American labor movement.
The dynamic interaction of these
features and movements is the process which is quantitatively and quali-

tatively molding the character and
scope of the developing modern Negro Liberation Movement.
In order to strengthcn all that ir

the bitter opponents of Negro, freeblocus

emancipation ffiust be directed.
Continued unclarity on this vital
question distinguishes the Negro
freedom movement (in a negative
respect) from all other movements
of the world's oppressed peoples.
Further, it lies at the heart of the
differences which arise within the
freedom moYement regarding emphasis on mass protest action as
against emphasis on legal (court)
action, in pursuit of civil rights goals.
There are of course many historically determined reasons for this
situation. Nevertheless, it is a weakness which must be overcome if the
civil rights cause is to triumph in
our country and segregation is to be

lor

abolished.
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termined that victories won will be
empty victories which never get imolemented

in life. These attacks are

pr.t of a general offensive

against

ihe organired labor movement and
stem from the same source.

II. BIG

BUS/ATESS MONOPOLY:

ENEMY OF THE NEGRO
PEOPLE

The chief oppressor of the Negro
people and the primarY benefuiarY
of in.ir oppression, is the class of
monopolisti, the capitalist command'
..r oi the economic and Political
heights of our present social system.
It is into their finance centers that

the superprofits fow as a

conse-

quence of- the extra exploitation of

tLe Negro workers of factorY and
farm. It is their system of reaction'
ary ruling-class political control that
is bolstered by the disfranchisement
of Negroes in the South; by the Per'
petuation of lily-white state governments as instruments

dedicated

to the

of

oppression,

maintenance of

"white supremacy" and pliant submission to the demands of Northern
the fact that the Negro freedom industrialists; and by the assurance
front is today faced with new at- of a sizeable block of their Dixiecrat
tacks from its enemies. This new servants in the federal Congress who
offensive is marked by the revival of are generally prepared to block all
lynch terror and wholesale disfran- programs for social welfare.
It is their domination and poisonchisement of Negro voters in the
ing
of the cultural life and social
of
South, and the increased use
of the nation that is
cubtoms
Negro
citibrutality
against
1>olice
zens in the North. The enemies of strengthened by the prevalencc of a
democracy in our country are de- far-reaching system of social indigThe urgency of the need to overcome this weakness is highlighted by
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nity and abusg ranging from

the
customary exclusion of Nigroes from

tax-supporred public facilities to the
barbarous crime of Iynching. Negro
"achieied
freedom can and

must

DRAFT RESOLUTION ONI NEGRO QUESTION

nated against in others. In the ranks
of the unemployed they loom proportionately twice as large as white
workers.

Therefore, the most immediate
and pressing material needs of the
pense of the superprofits and the Negro worker-food,
clothing, and
polrtrcal pow_er position of Big Busi_ shelter for himself
and his dependness. It can be secured only tf,rough ents, security for
his loved ones, and
slruggle. against the monopolists a;d education and cultural
advancement
those who serve their intJrests.
for his children-depend upon an
unrelenting fight against Jim-Crow.
III. CONDIT'IONS OF THE NE. Under present circumstances
the
GRO WORKERS AND RURAL Negro worker is forced to satisfu
TOILERS: BASIC /.ttUES /N these family needs
48% leis
THE BAT"TLE FOR FREE- family income thanwith
his white felDOM
low-citizens. This cilcumstance
alone dictates that th.e Negro worftcr
The yoke of oppression rests with tafte thc lead in alerting the entire
special weight on the back of the la:bor mouement to a national cruNegro worker. For it must never be sade to organize the unorganized in
forgotten that the cardinal aim of the So,uth, and create a new base of
anti-Negro oppression is super-prof- support for the labor movement in
therefore,

be

in the main, at the ex-

its, and those profits
mosi ...dilv
and direcdy realized "r"
out of the pooi-

ly paid toil of Negro

workers.

^

Therefore the Negro workers, and
especially the two millions who are

members of the organized labor
movement, have a sfecial and decisive part t9 play in the fight for
Negro freedom. Segregated largely
in the hard-labor, basic production
functions of United Statei industry,
S-.y qr: denied promotion to highiy
skilled jobs, excluded from ,ppren-often
ticeship training programs, and
denied equal pay for equal work.
They are still excluded from some
unions and shamefully discrimini-

the process. The Negro worker's

in eliminatdiscrimination
from his industry, his shop, and his
union, first of all; but ir also extends
to every phase of American life, for
concern and interest lies

ing every

vestige

of

he knows that his inferior status in

the economic life of the narion is
partly fixed by the subordination of
Negroes in the nation's affairs generally.

Mass Action

lor

Liberation

To _the struggle for Negro freedom the Negro worker brings manv
indispensable contributionsl Fori-
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most among these is mass action, in
the best traditions of the labor movement of which he is a part. Without

the Negro people as well as for the
strategic solutio,n of the Negro's as-

with his own considerable and strate'
gic strength, but also with the cooperation of thousands and eventually millions of his white fellow-

South which has features distincdy
difierent from the p,roblems of agri-

piration to political equality.
this element the battle for Negro
equality cannot be fully effective. Thle Fight for the l-and in the South
Never has there been a more apIndustrialization and the growth
parent need for joining the legal of cities in the South, accompanied.
campaigns and educational activities by the advance of mechanization ic
which constitute the bulk of the Southern agriculture, have resulted,
program of the main Negro people's in an absolute decrease in the numorganizations with welkonceived bers of Negro toilers on the SoutL
militantly directed actions involving ern countryside, especially in those
masses of Negro people and their categories so closely identified
allies.
with cotton agriculture-share-crop
As such actions take place, the pers and share-tenants. Nevertheless,
Negro worker may be expected to there continues to be a land quev
support and initiate them, not only tion of a special character in the

workers.

Fully one-third of the Negro population who live within the deep
Southern areas of Negro majority
are farmers and rural toilers. It is
at once ap,parent, therefore, that the
struggle of the Negro medium and
small farmers, the share-croppers,
the tenants, the land-poor and landto secure their own.
ership and tenure of the land and
to improve their livelihood and soless farm toilers

cial, cultural, and political conditions,
represents one of the major factors
entering into the solution of the
Negro question in the United States.

It is an important part of the immediate struggles for the economic
well-being and democratic rights of

culture in the nation as a whole.
Over-all land reform legislation is
needed which would abolish the
semi-feudal share-cropping system,
just as peonage has been outlawed.
Needed is the distrib,ution of the
biggest landlord estates among the
croppers and share-tenants, both
white and Negro, with land parcels
of sufficient size in acreage to create
a class of self-sustaining, independent
farmers. The struggle to abolish the
remnants of the semi-feudal production relations and its institutions in
Southern agriculture continues to be
a vital part o,f our nation's democraitc effort to extend the frontiers
of capitalist democracy to the South,
as a fulfillment of the task left urrfinished since Reconstruction.
Today the Southern Negro farm-

Ers are engaged

in a

schools, hospitals, the

and political
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struggle for

right to

vote,

representation, for

cheap electric power, adequate roads,
and a fair share of various other

public services.
The Negro farmers conduct their
struggle through organizations and
in such forms as are common to
farmers generally in the country and
to the Negro people in the South
particularly. They strive to express
their will at the polls to the meager
extent that they can vote and are
much occupied with activity for the
right to vote. They petition, send
delegations and hold conferences
to formulate and make known their
demands to the authorities. Though
represented to some extent in all of
the major farm organizations, the
Negro poor farmers, Iike Southern
white poor farmers, are largely unorganized in terms of a "class" organization in behalf of common
economic and political demands.
Organizations of the unorganized
working farmers, Negro and white,
is an outstanding urgent task before
the labor movement as well as the
Negro people's movement. Such an
organizational eflort can be success.
fully unfolded around a program of
moderate reforms which would include demands for a moratorium
on debts and evictions, interest-free
or low-interest, long-term government financed loans for the purchase
of land, livestock, farm equipment,
see4 fertilizer, house construction

and repair, and so forth.
While properly emphasizing the
importance of the struggle of the
Negro farmers for the land in the
total struggle of the Negro people
for economic, p,olitical and social
equality and national liberation, we
should not exaggerate.

If in the past

we were able to speak of the strug-

gle of the poor farmers for the
land as the "main thing" in securing the conditions for the solutions
of the Negro question in the United
States, it was because of two considerations which no longer obtain.
First, d,ecades ago, over two.thirds
of the Negro people were rural folk
bound to the land in one form or
another and therefore any basic improvement in the conditions of life
of the Negro masses pre-supposed an
improvement of their economic status on the countryside. Today, fully

7o% of the Negro popularion a.L
city dwellers. Secondly, the oppre*
sive, reactionary, Jim Crow political
and social superstructure of thc

Southern states had as its primary
economic b,ase the feudal-capitalist
cotton, tobacco and cane plantations.
The economic base of Bourbon rule

and Negro oppression was the semi-

feudal plantation economy, thc
smashing of which would deprive
the Bourbons of their primary material stake in the oppression of the
Negro people.

Ecomomic Base

of Diriecra:t Rule

The general advance of mechani-

zaaor

in all branches of Southern

agriculture, the decline of the importance of cotton in the total agri-

cultural economy of the South, and
the corresponding rise in the production of those types of crops requiring the efficient use of daily
wage-labor, have all contributed to
a radical change in the forms of
exploitation

in Southern

agriculture.

The dominant form of class relationships in production is now wagelabor, replacing the old semi-feudal
forms (sharecropping, and so forth).

The Bourbon landlords whose political rule once rested on the economic
foundation of exploiting share-crop"
pers and share-tenants through the
exaction of exorbitant land-rent, today primarily exploits the labor of
wage-earners

on the

countryside.

5r

tire outcome of the struggle for Ncgro freedom pivots; rather it should
be viewed as a major, but subsidiary
part of the Negro people's movement for economic, political, and
social equality, on the one hand, and
an allied struggle of the working
class against the monopolists and
men of the trusts on the other.
The Negro (and white) workers
have special bonds with the semiproletarian, poor farmer masses of
the countryside and they stand in a
special, durable relationship with
each other within the all-class Negro freedom front.
Hence, the decisive class {orce in
the Negro people's freedom movement (which ultimately will ascend
to the leadership of that movement)
is revealed as the workers.

The Dixiecrats are more anti-labor
than ever today, because they are IV. NEGRO POLITICAL UNITY
ADVANCES THE GOAL OF
motivated by the basic economic law
POLITICAL EQUALITY
of the system: that is, the need to
A major barrier to the Negro's
secure maximum profits frc'n their
investment in labor power and ma- freedom aspirations is the political
chinery. The development o{ capi- handicaps which all but exclude him
talism in Southern agriculture has from effective participation in govcontributed significantly to the en- ernment. In many areas of the South,
largement of the wage-earning class disfranchisement, sustained by illegal
in the Southern poPulation as a trickery, intimidation, and terror, is
whole. Further, it has strengthened still the rule. Roughly r,z5o,ooo Nethe position of absenteg Northern gro citizens have, by painstaking and
finanie-capital (monopoly) in South- brave effort, won the right to vote
in the eleven ex-Confederate states.
ern agriculture.
Hence, we see that the struggle for But this is only a fraction of the
the land, "for the breakuP of the 6,0o0,o00 Negro adults who are enplantations," cannot be cast as the titled to the franchise in this area.
solitary axis upon which the en- On the strength of this disfranchise-
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ment, Negroes are denied Public office and hive no part in running the
state, county, and municiPal governments which oppress them with

an iron hand.

Ttrough Negroes are a fourth of
the Southern population, not one of
their number occupies a seat in the
national Congress. The determination of issues of greatest concern to
their welfare is invariab'ly in the
hands of racist politicians who
tfuough long tenure and senioritY
based squarely on Negro disfranchisement, rise to dominant Posi'
tions in the Federal legislature.
In Northern communities, where
the vote is more readily available to
Negro citizens, they are neverthelesJ denied by entrenched political
machines the influence which their
numbers would warrant. This is ordinarily accomplished by gerrymandering of election disuicts to deny
Negroes representation, by exclud-

in all parts of the country can be

rallied to force an end to it. This is
especially true if these masses are
helped to realize that the result of
this batde will be the extension of
politcal democracy, not for Negroes
alone, but for the whole nation. This
battle for political equality can provide the next b,ig break-through in

the continuing struggle of.

the

American people to wrest the political machinery of government from
the hands of those forces whom
President Roosevelt called the "economic royalists."
To succeed, the fight lor political
eqaality reqwires, fira ol all, the nonpartisan political unity ol the Negro
peopl€. Regardless of party affiliation, all Negroes are called upon to
win for themselves and their people
the right to vote, to support Negro

for public office, to exert
their united pressure for advanced
social measures in the state and national legislatures. And such united

candidates

ing Negroes from positions of real
pov/er in the two caPitalist-con- efforts of Negroes, whatever form
irolled parties, and by various other they take, will be strengthened to the
degree that they form working almaneuvers.
The fight for Negro freedom, liances with other non-partisan

therefore, requires a determined crusade to win the right to vote and to
be voted for in the South. The flagrant disfranchisement of millions

of N.g.o citizens in the middle of
the Twentieth Century, and

in

the

of the monopolists' loud boasting about the quality of American
democracy, is so shocking and repulsive that great masses of people

face

forces dedicated

to

independent ac-

tion in the political field.
In recent years, many of the most
dramatic and effective struggles of
the Negro people have centered
around the demand for equal enjoyment of the social facilities available
to all other citizens. There is no
more striking example of this than
the battle for integration in the
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schools which remains an historic in alliance with labor and all other
hallmark in the Negro people's ad- anti-monopoly lorces in the nation,
vance toward equality. Side by side This k the only way that the slogan
with this struggle, Negroes have "Free by Sixty.7drrr" h.as a chance
pressed to eliminate segregation in ol becoming a liaing reality. More
travel facilities, in housing, in play- immedia,tely, this is the ftind of
grounds, parks, libraries, and in all political owtlooft afiich cuill serue to
giue neru enrhusiasm to the Negro
other aspects of American life.
In the conduct o[ all these strug- People's nation-wide effo/t to radicgles-for economic, political, and so- ally inctcase the size 6f the Negro
cial equality-there inevitably arises electorate, euerywhere in ,he counin the Negro movement different try, in readiness lor the ryh presiapproaches and estimates of the task dential elections. This is the biggest
and the best means of accomplish- iob lacing the Ncgro free'dom moueing it. These differences rise largely ment during tlte conting period.
out of difierences in class orientation
of the component economic classes V. NEGRO PROGRESS /S
which constitute the Negro moveAMERICAN PEOPLE'S
ment.
Some would rely almost exclusively on appeals to the judiciary. Others
see the winning of the franchise, not

merely as a key objective, but as

a

cure-all. Still others place a preponderant emphasis on education,
in the belief that real progress must
wait upon a kind of intellectual conversion of a majority of white
Americans. Still others would win
gains through a skilful political
game, pitting one political party
against another and taking advantage of the need of both for the sup
port of Northern Negro voters.
To a degree, all of these approaches have merit. What is decisive, however, is that no app,roach,
no tactic, is likely to succeed unless
based on the concept of. dernocra:tic
*ot5 syyu,ggle by the Negro people,

PROGRESS
Each advance of the Negro movement weakens the reactionary power

of

monopoly

in

American life. It

therefore deserves to be hailed and
supported by those who are the
prime victims of monopoly greedthe workers of mine, mill, and factory.
Conversely, every victory of the
working class in its batde for higher
wages, better conditions of work and
increased social security marks an

inroad into the mammoth economic
power of the capitalist spawners of

Negro oppression. It therefore calls
for the sympathy and aid of the organized Negro movement.
Sufferers at the hands of a common enemy, the Negro people's
liberation movement and the forces
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of organized labor must increasingly
make common cause to find relief
from the ills imposed upon both by
their mutual foe.
Experiences over the years and today's serious situation are making
this fact increasingly recognized by
organized labor. Distinct bonds o{
co-operation have been developed,
especially over the past two decades.
These bonds should be strengthened
as speedily as possible. Negro trade
unionists have recently taken a history-making step towards cementing
these bonds of labor-Negro people's

its own proper and growing
strength, b,ut also the massed power
of all groups in American life which
are by the nature of our society, the
Negro's most likely allies and monopoly's natural enemies.

VI. IMPACT AND SAPPORT
ABROAD

tions of the world. They have taken
a glorious and irreversible path which
leads to freedom from imperialist
domination. Negro Americans have

much to gain from their

modities."

The Negro movement's need and
possibilities for sympathetic alliance
do not end with the nation's borders.

Few there are who will deny that,
in recent years especially, the fight
unity. It is in the self-interest of for equal citizenship has been enwhite workers to respond to this hanced by the sympathy and sup
initiative so that organized labor and port which it has aroused abroad.
the Negro people can move as one to The lessening of prestige which the
meet the offensive which Big Busi- imperialist class of our own country
ness interests have launched against has suflered abroad because of the
continuation of flagrant oppression
each.
Not labor alone, but all social of Negro Americans, their efforts to
classes and currents which are in cajole colonial and recently liberated
any degree restricted in their demo- nations into the anti-Communist
cratic development by monopoly 'Western camp, and most particucapital, have a stake in the cause of larly their acute embarrassment in
Negro freedom. Thus, the family- face of the Soviet lJnion's, China's,
size farmer, the small businessman, and the socialist world's repeated exthe professional middle classes are amples of genuine solidarity with the
called upon to champion the Ne- peoples of Asia, .ilfrica, and Latingro's struggle to be free. And the America-all these have hastened
Negro movement must see in these the limited concessions which the
broad, democratic anti-monopoly ruling class has made to the demand
for Negro freedom at home.
forces actual and potential allies.
The Negro movement will be
This way, the cause of Negro
liberation will prosper. This way, the strengthened, then, to the degree
Negro rnovement will be able to that it forges bonds of conscious alhurl against the Big Business strong- liance with the rising colonial, semihold of American racism not only colonial and newly independent na,

success and

many lessons to learn from their
struggles. Further, these nations
have had first-hand experiences with
]im-Crow practices thit have been
imported into their respective coun:
uies along with other Lf. S. "com-

>)

been growing each year. The bridge

that links the movement for world
with the freedom movements
of the world's oppressed peoples, is
precisely the fact that life and freedom are inseparable. The continuefl
testing of atomic weapons threatens
mankind's existence on the planet
earth. Further, such imperialist military trlocs as NATO, organized early
in the cold war, under the guise of
"defenser" have provided military
peace

The emergence within the United weapons used in a desperate effort
Nations of a powerful Afro-Asian to defend and preserve colonialism,
bloc, which carries a moral-political and with it racism, in Alrica and
infuence of world-wide impact, is of Asia. These facts of life were fully
tremendous significance as a new, recognized by the delegates who
untapped source of strength favor- participated in the Bandung and
Accra conferences, which placed the
able to Negro freedom.
question of world peace at the very
people
beas
the
Negro
Likewise,
came better acquainted with world center of all their deliberations. The
realities, they'will undoubtedly come success of the struggle for freedom
to look with increasing favor upon hinges in the last analysis on the
socialism, which in vast areas of the success of the struggle for world
world and among more than a third peace, of humanity's noble effort to
of the world's peoples, has wiped stay the hand of the atom-bornb
out national oppression and elimi- wavers and eliminate the danger of
nated the source of class domination, war forever.
A central task of all dedicated
the capitalist profit system.
Ieaders within the Negro people's
movement is to aid in the promotion
Negro Ameicans Hold a Vital
and, recognition of the inseparability
Srafte in 1.4/odd Peace
of the struggle for world peace from
the realization of necessary obiective
people
of
Ever since the colored
circumstances favorable to the trithe
indescribable
sufiered
|apan
devastation resulting from the flrst umph of the cause of Negro freeatomic bombs, dropped on the cities dom. The foes of world peace and
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the the oppressors of the Negro people
world-wide movement for Peace, for have a common class root-monopothe banning of atomic weaPons, has ly capital, imperialism.

VII. THE COMMUNIST PARTY

AND THE NEGRO

PEOPLE

lfhroughout its forty-year history,
the Communist Party of the United
States has been a proud participant
in the struggles of Negro Americans
for freedom, equality, and justice.
While maikng the fullest possible
contribution to the performance of
the day-to-day tasks o{ the Negro

freedom movement, the Communists
also dedicate themselves to winning

the movement's
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acceptance

of

the

concept of ma:ss detnocratic struggle
by tlte Negro people in alliance with

labor and oll other anti-tnono,Poly
forces in thc nation. The Negro people, like all oppressed peoples and
classes, are burdened by the yoke of
reaction, plundered by capitalists, or
under the heel of imperialist domination. Increasingly they will become aware that their most cherished aspirations and needs are re{lected in the program of the Communists, in their science of social
emancipation called Marxism-Lenin-

ism, and in their noble goal of replacing the reign of the capitalists
by a new social order. That social
order-socialism-promises a truly

capitalism.

During the forty years of its existence as an American working-class
political party, the Communist Party
has demonstrated by deeds as well
as in words that it stands for the
full economic, political, and social
equality of Negro Americans. The
role of the Communist Party in the
great nation-wide crusade to free the
innocent Scottsboro boys in Alabama; the oontribution made by
Communists towards implementing
the "no-discrimination" policy when
the CIO was being organized during the '3os and early '4os; and the
sustained campaigns to secure model
FEP clauses in union contracts since

that time-these are among its

proudest accomplishments. Th e
Communist Party set a pioneering
example for other political parries in

running qualified Negro candidates
for public office, and has made a
special contribution in popularizing
the science of emancipation as i
guide to Negro freedom struggles.
Today, Communists continue- to

play their role in the

day-to-day

struggles for equality for' Negro
Americans, around such issues-as
schgol- and housing desegregation,
jurst society without exploiting and they are active particlpants in
classes, a society of material abund- the nation's effort to preseive and
ance and cultural richness open to defend the U. S. Consiitution from
all. Socialisrn would enable the Ne- the assaults of the Dixiecrat-led regro people to overcome, in the short- bellio,n in the South.
The Communist Party makes no
est possible time, all of the handicaps
imposed upon them as a result of claim to perfection; it-does claim
three centuries of oppression under that its record is second to none as
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a devoted, reliable support to the The Eastlands and Faubuses and
Negro people's valiant struggle for their like have been quick to seize
equal rights and fully respected first- the weapon of redbaiting in their
class citizenship. Many among the war against the Constitution and
staunchest and most far-seeing sons the rights of the Negro people. The
and daughters of the Negro people basic fact that must be faced is that
join the Communist Farty. There any acceptance of the Big Lie that
they find no color bar. They find there is a "Communist conspiracy"
unity and militant struggle for the in our country, by its very nature
rights of their people; they find Ne- and logic, gives birth to another Big
gro Americans occupying major Lie (used very often and very efposts of leadership. Indeed, the Com- fectively in the South)-the charge
munist Party has been in the fore- that Negro organizations engaged in
front of the working class and the struggle for freedom, white liberal
Negro people's freedom movements. supporters of that freedom efiort,
It is the party of Negro and white and the Supreme Court's desegregaAmericans united in a common tion decision are all part of the iostruggle for equality, social justice, called "Communist conspiracy."
and world peace.
Basic progress of the working class,
During the past decade, anti- the Negro people, and the nalion as
Communist p,rejudices have been a rvhole heavily depends upon the
systematically spread by all of the rejection of this whole fabric of lies,
propaganda centers owned by Big which has as its class source Big
Business in our country (the press, Business and its Dixiecrat servants,.
radio, etc.). This propaganda deOn the Withdraual ol the Slo\gaa
luge, further implemented with Gesof Seff-Determination
tapoJike harrassment by the FBI, is
designed to confuse the real issues
facing the people of our counuy,
Early in its formative years, the
create fear, suspicion and division, American Communist Party put forand thereby blunt the efiecdveness ward a program for the full econof united struggle by all sections of omic, political, and soc.ial equality
the American people concerned with of the Negro people. It was the first
democracy, higher living standards, political party in America to do so.
and peaceful relations with all coun. This demand sloganizes its program
tries. Despite the setbacks registered today. In
the Communist Party
-r93o
by the American people against Mc- adopted further
programs on the
Carthyism, red-baiting has been de- Negro question in the United States
veloped to a poisonous national in- in a pioneering effort to tleorize
stitution, reinforcing that of raeism. and project a principled solution to
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that special feature of Negro

life-

oppression of the plantationbound masses of Negroes in the socalled "Black Belt" area of the deep
South. The long-continued land occupancy by a Negro majority popu.
lation in this area (dating back to

the

Civil War Times), and the brutal

terrorist political rule to which that

population was daily

subjected,

called for a bold, basic political-free-

dom program, deiigned to

alter

power relationships in what appeared
at the time to be a permanently sta-

ble community. To serve this need,
the Communist Party put forward
the slogan and progtam known as
"self-determination for the Black
Belt." This program did much to
highlight before the nation and the
world the dismal plight, the semislave status of the Negro majority
under the brutal yoke of the plantation Southern states oligarchies.
Also, it helped inspire leaders of the
disfranchised Negro masses in the
"radical years" of the Great Depression to numerous militant struggles
for their rights.
Nevertheless, this particular program and slogan for the solution of
the Negro question in the U.S. was
revealed to be an incorrect o(ientation by the course of the developments in our country and within the
Negro people's movement. The area
in question has undergone changes
of sufficient significance over the past
thirty years to warrant the conclusion that the separate national de'
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velopment of this sub-region in the
South ceases to be a correct outlook

and program for this area. Life

ex-

perience and greater knowledge of
the question have exposed the deficiencies in the self-determination

program and for this reason the
"self-determination" projection and
program for the solution of the
Negro question in the U.S. is now
discarded. Our party's view and
policy in respect to the solution of
the Negro question in the U.S. is to
secure uith all speed their lullest
realization of genuinely equal economic, political and social status with
all other na:t;o?ralities and indiuidiat
citizens ol thc U.S, nation, including thcir inalienable right to genuinely representatiue goaernment,
uith proportional representation in
tlte areas s)'f Negro maority population in the South.
This program more fully harmonizes with the historically shaped aspirations and developmentaf needs
of Negro Americans and with a
Marxist scientific definition of this
particular variety of the national
question: the Negro people are a
racj.llll diainguishable etltnic group,
ultich histo,rically has been and 'is
today the largesy and most seuerely
oppressed of all the minority peoples uhich conxpose the Ameiican
na:7i6n of tlte United States.
The achievement of the abovc
stated programmatic objectives can
only be realized through intensive
struggle of a mass action character

by the united, mass action of the Negro people themselves
and joined in by the labor movement
and all democratic, progressive and
anti-monopoly and anti-Dixiecrat
spearheaded

Constitution is indirectly responsible

for the violence against the Negro
people in the South that is spreading like wildfire today. This poses
a threat to the very foundation of

in general.
Constitutional government in our
The Communist Party does not country and calls for widespread
advocate that the working class or public pressures to be brought to
the Negro people resort to violence bear on the Federal government to
as a means of achieving the desired fulfill its responsibilities to the
goals. However, the right of any American people.
person to defend life and property
by any means necessary when con- V III, BOU RGEOIS DEMO CRACY
fronted with violent attacks is a
AND THE NEGRO PEOPLE
right that is universally recognized
in all civilized societies. We have
The Communist Parry declares
always called attention to the fact that the main unfufillled task of capiforces

that violence originates with rulingclass circles; for examp'le, the winning of trade union rights in basic
industry during the '3os would have
been a much easier iob had it not
been for the violence of the employers carried out by hired thugs and
club-swinging policemen. The oppression of the Negro people is
maintained through violence. Racism and segregation as a "way of
life" are sustained by the lynch system, police brutality, and so forth.
It is the responsibility of the Federal
government to protect all citizens
everywhere in our country from
such violence and to defend and up
hold the Constitutional rights of all
citizens. The failure of the executive and legislative branches of the

talist democracy in the United Staies
is revealed in the special oppression
of the Negro p.opi..
In this connection, there is no national task of greater moment for
all the forces of social progress of
our nation than thrt 'o1 ';"iri"g
the. struggle for securing th. fuit
and equal economic, pol*itical, and
social rights of the Neero people.
The accomplishment of 'this tUi..t_
ive in the coming decade would have
the most favorable effect upon the
development of the whole iront of
social progress in our country. Vic_
tory on this sector would open the

Federal government, the Eisenhower
Administraiton and the national

the. Negro's- political, econorii-c, and

Democratic Party,

to uphold

the

yay

19 _rapid developmenti along

the whole front for ^radical sociaf
advancement of the entire nadon.
_

Basic successes

in the struggle

for

social equality and agrinrt ,aciai
segregation and discrimination are
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indispensable prerequisites for the
further rapid development of working class unity, working class consciousness, working class political

initiative and advanced working
classJed people's anti-monopoly
political action.

must be the constant

accompani-

ment of all practical acrivities in the

struggle

for Negro rights, on

the
progressive

part of democratic and
forces, and Communists in the first
The bonds o{ Negro

oppression

of the coalition of anti-Big resolution of the centuries-old batde
Business forces. The logic of its of the Negro people for full and
struggle and the internal force of its equal citizenship. This in itself will
preponderant working class com- represent a long-overdue American
position can bring it to conscious achievement of great historic signifipartnership in the ultimate struggles cance. In addition, by providing the
for the replacement of the capitalist basis for a higher unity of the
system itself by a socialist system. working class, it will help pave the
partner

Negro racism, "white

supremacy"

attitudes and white chauvinist deeds

ON THE MEANINE OF "IDEOLOGY"

place.

The Negro people's freedom can and must be shattered! All signs
movement is objectively a major point to an early and triumphant

An ideological, educational and
demonstrative crusade against the
pernicious and barbarian.like concepts, customs and practices of anti-

Sommunications

way for a socialist transformation of
the national economy. The Commu-

nist Party pledges it will work toward the attainment of this noble
objective with unstinting effort and
unwavering dedication.

Your July issue contained a stimulating and informative article by Sidney
Finkelstein on "Art and Ideology." Certain statements by the author on

"ideology" dcserve comment.
Basing himself on a reference to Engels (p. 4r), Finkelstein identifies
(r) ideology with a false method of thinking: "An ideology is formed not
as a depiction of reality . . ."1 and (z) dialectical and historical materialism
as "not an ideology but opposed to all ideologies."
This definition of the word "ideology" is long in disuse and is not warranted in contemporary Marxist literature. Lenin, h Materialism and Empirio-Criticisrz (Selected Works, International Publishers, Vol. XI, p. 406)
refers to "the struggle of parties in philosophy, a struggle whiih in the last
analysis reflects the tendencies and ideology of the antagonistic classes in
modern society," Similarly, in his article, "The Ideological Struggle in
tlre Labor Movement," (ibid., p. 745),Lenh refers to the "ideological struggle between two trends in Marxism. . . ."
Further, Mao Tse-Tung in Problems of Art and Likrature (International
Publishers, p.4), referring to literature and art for workers, peasants and
soldiers, states: "What are we going to propagandize among them? A
feudal ideologyl A bourgeois ideologyl Or perhaps a petty-bourgeois
ideology? No. We must propagandize only the ideology of the workers,
peasants, and soldiers." Mao and the other ieaders of the Chinese Party
continually use the expression "consolidating the Party ideologically, organizationally and politically."
Krushchev in his Report to the 2rst Congress (British Edition, p. 8g),
refers to "Marxist-Leninist theory, the foundation of our ideology."
Finaily, reference can be made to the Show Philosophic Dictionary published in the Soviet Union (translated here as Handboofr of Philosophy,
International Publishers, pp.57-58), where ideology is defined as: "a term
used during the past century to denote the whole complex of views, ideas,
concepts, notions, functioning on.a,social level-a form of social consciousness. Political views, sciences, philosophies, ethical systems, arts and religions are forms of ideology, in this sense of the word,. regardless as to
w-hether they
'orare true or false, progressive or reactionary. All ideologies are
reflections of the existing social reality. . . ."
outgrowths
6t
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In the light of the accepted usage of the term "ideology," I think that
Finkelstein's definition conluses the general reader. In fact, "ideology" is
not necessarily identified with a false concept of the world, b,ut is a
gcneric term. Dialectical materialism is properly defined as an ideology, a
@rrcct scientific one, and the basis for the world outlook of the working
class and of communist society. Dialectical materialism contrasts with the
i{eofogy of other classes, whose outlook is incorrect and unscientific, being
idealist and metaphysical.
Finkelstein's definition of "ideology" leads him to write : "To Marxism,
there is always a distinction between ideologies and 'real, positive knowledge of the world."' (p. 4r).For Marxists, this juxtapoiition does nor
con-form to the accepted usage of the term "ideologies" ai comprising both
those that are false and those that are Marxist, scientific.
Later, Finkelstein states: "Marxists sometimes v/,ll think of Marxism,
of dialertical materialism as a 'rrue ideology.'" (p. q+) Tlle fact is that
Marists not only "sometimes" but regularly think of dialectical materialism
as a "true ideology."

One more point. Finkelstein writes (p. +il: "A weakness of the sociological approach is that it is not social enough." This implies that the
weakness is a quantitative insufficiency. But the main weakness of the
bourgeois soriological approach is qualitative. It mechanically equates
various sociologic as,pects as of equal significance, or stresses secondary or
fanciful. aspects.as primary. It
.rejects historical materialism which posits
economics as primary in the origin of ideology and as ultimately deiisive.

H. N.

A

REPLY

H. N. says that the distinction I make berween ideologies and dialectical
materialism is "tong in disuse and is not warranted in contemporary Marxist literature." If this is true, then works like Engels: Feueriach or other
writings of Marx and Engels in which the same thought is expressed,
should not be ofiered as basic treatises of Marxist philosophy. There is The
German ldeology, for example, with the statement, "In a1l ideology, men
and their circumstances appear upside down as in a camera oscira," At
least, such books should b_e provided with prefaces saying that this approach
to ideology is "long in disuse and not warranted." I do not thlnk, however, that this will happen.
H. N. says that this distinction

It

I offer "confuses the general reader.',
may be that an approach difiering from what is commonly accepted
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will be temporarily confusing, in the sense of oflering a problem fer
which to ponder. But if it has validity, then it may lead to a greater
clarity. To me, there is far greater possibility of confusion in using one
term, ideology, to denote two different and diametrically opposed methods
of thought; on the one hand, the ideological systems o{ antagonistic claiis
-which
ofier themselves as .t..nd truth, unchanging, and whidh
societyr
actuaily support the rule of one class over anotherl and on the other handi
dialectical materialism, which is not a body of thought alone, or a "system,{,
but the essence of which is that it unites theory with practise, sums up and
brings together the discoveries of the sciences, and lives only *uough constantly refreshing itself with new discoveries and the real life exp'eriencs
of people.
To "simplify" this by saying that the working class and Marxist thought
is "true ideology," as against the "false ideology" of other classes, is not a
simplification. I believe it leads to great dangers. One of them is dogmatism,
with its belief that by learning some general principles of dialectical
materialism, one has become the possessor of "truth," and no longer need
study or keep in touch with the actual facts, discoveries and changes that
take place in reality. I would describe what happens by saying that
dogmitism turns dialectical materialism, which is not an ideology, into an
ideology.

H. N. writes, "Dialectical materialism contrasts with the ideology of
other classes, whose outlook is incorrect and unscientific, being idealist and
metaphysical." This exhibits, to me, the dangers of oversimplification. One

would not know, from H. N.'s statement, that the "other classes" to which
he refers, have at certain periods made great contrib,utions to the truthful
knowledge of realitn to materialism, to science, to dialectics, to everything
he considers good. One would not understand, from FI. N.'s statement, why
it is that among the working class, and those who have studied and accepted
dialectical materialism there have been great theoretical errors and continue
to be theoretical controversies.
The diflerence is not between t$/o opposing bodies of thought, but runs
deeper. It is between two opposing methods of thought. A class can make
greit contributions to knowledge, when it is also developing and expanding
t-h. rrr."r,r of production. But so long as it lives by exploiting another class,
it is menaced by change itself. It must embody its discoveries into a closed,
static ideologl, which does not admit change. The working class, on the
other hand, challenges all exploitation of one class by another, and upholds
the interests of all humanity as against those o[ any special segment of it.
It establishes the means for eliminating all exploitation, and therefore the

;,
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existence

of

antagonistic classes.

It

lays the basis for thinking which is

directly tied to the actual laws of movement and change in real life. Under
the pressure of actual conditions, violent struggles, bitter attacks, temporary
o\stacles and setbacks, it can make errors. But basic to its method of thought
is its acceptance of change and progress, the constant checking of its
conclusions against the developments of real life, and therefore its consistent critical evaluation of its own concepts.
To lump these opposites together under one term of "ideologyr" calling
one "false ideology" and the other "true ideologyr" is not helpful, in my
opinion, b,ut confusing. As for the array of quotations which H. N. presents,
each would have to be discussed in terms of its own context, and that is
not possible in this letter. I do consider the passage he quotes from The
Handboo\ of Plrilosophy to be a bad formulation, and needing correction.

H. N. is, I think, somewhat dogmatic in the last paragraph of his letter,

when he says that bourgeois sociology "rejects historical materialism which
posits economics as primary. , . ." There are many forms of the sociological
approach. One form of vulgar sociology is economic determinism, which
does take much from historical materialism, and tries to make economics
primary. In the arts, for example, vulgar sociology regards each artist as the
spokesman

It

for and

defender

of his own

class interests,

or of the ruling

would be at a loss to explain such a writer as Count Tolstoi, who
was a member of the landed nobility, and yet in his writings presented so
profound a,critical analysis of his own class. What is true is that the prob'
lems which Tolstoi took up in his writings were those thrown up by the
stage of economic development in the Russia of his time, and the accompanying social struggles. The weakness of vulgar sociology is not that it
fails to make economics primary. It does not see the processes through
which economics makes itself felt.
SrpNny FrxrarstsrN
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It is a major publishing event thar Book Two of \['. E. B. Du Bois' great
trilogy, THE BLACK FLAME, is to be published in October under the
dtle, MANSART BUILDS A SCHOOL. Following the publication in
1957 of the first volume, THE ORDEAL OF i\'IANSART. the new
volume depicts on a vast canvas the sweep and drive of the heroic, stubborn, many-sided struggle of the Negro people for equality during the
years between

L9l2 and L932.

Across the stage of this massive and brilliaiit historical novel, a
literary form deliberately chosen by Dr. Du Bois because it enables him
to penetrate deep into thq motivations of his real, flesh-and-blood characters, move such distinguished figures and personelities as Booker T.
\Tashington, Tom \ilatson, Oswald Garrison Villard, Florence Kelley,
Joel Spingarn, John Haynes Holmes, George \Tasi.rington Carver, Mary
Ovington, Stephen Nfise, Paul Robeson. Maintaining the continuilf of
the novel's theme and action through his main protagonists, Manuel
Mansart (born at the moment his father, Tom Matsart, was lynched by
a mob of racists) and his three scns and daughter, and the key Baldwin,
Scroggs and Pierce families, the author brings his story up to the disasuols 1929 stock market crash and the Great Depression that brought
Franklin D. Roosevelt into the Presidency of the United States, and with
him such men as Harry Hopkins, Flarold Ickes and many others.

It is a gripping and deeply meaningful work oI literary art thar will
cndure.
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